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Chapter 1
Introdution
In astropartile physis the proesses powering the most energeti objets in our
universe are studied as well as partile interations at energies not aessible at
aelerator laboratories. Hard x-rays, TeV gamma rays, eletrons, hadrons, nulei,
and neutrinos emitted from single stars, but also, for example, from ative galati
nulei and gamma-ray bursts an be observed by experiments on the Earth, by
high-altitude balloon experiments, or by satellites.
Until the beginning of the twentieth entury, astronomy, and with it our knowl-
edge of the universe, was limited to the observation of visible light.
The eld of partile astrophysis was born in 1912, when Viktor Hess undertook
several balloon ights up to an altitude of 5200m to measure the assumed derease
of the ionising radiation known to exist on the Earth's surfae, whih was believed
to originate in the deay of radioative nulei in the Earth's rust. What he found
was a ompletely unexpeted inrease of the ux with altitude [1℄. In the same
publiation Hess already suggested, that the radiation must be of extra-terrestrial
origin. He was further able to rule out a solar origin, beause he did not measure
any intensity variations, neither during a day night yle, nor during a solar elipse.
Figure 1.1: Viktor F. Hess (1883  1964).
Soon people started to study the omposition of osmi rays, and it was found,
that they provided exellent means to study partile physis at the highest energies
1
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available at this time. For his disovery Hess was awarded the Nobel prize in
1936 together with Carl D. Anderson, who disovered the positron in the osmi
radiation.
Another important disovery on the way to neutrino astronomy was, of ourse,
the rst detetion of the (eletron anti-)neutrino (whih had already been predited
in 1930 by Wolfgang Pauli) in 1956 in the Projet Poltergeist [2, 3℄, for whih
Frederik Reines was awarded the Nobel prize in 1995. To measure the inverse beta
deay, his group designed a detetor situated near the ore of the Savannah River
nulear reator. It onsisted of a water target sandwihed between 4200 litres of
liquid sintillator read out by 330 photomultiplier tubes.
Figure 1.2: Frederik Reines' Projet Poltergeist group with the Herr Auge dete-
tor, a smaller predeessor of the Savannah River detetor.
Soon after, also the muon neutrino was disovered, and the possibility of observ-
ing extraterrestrial neutrinos was disussed.
Doing astronomy with neutrinos is espeially appealing beause of their unique
properties. Neutrinos are eletrially neutral partiles, so they are not deeted
in the eletromagneti elds present nearly everywhere in the universe. If one an
determine the diretion of an observed neutrino, the diretion will always point
bak to the soure, whih is essential for imaging astronomy. Neutrinos have a
very small total ross setion, so they will (pratially) not be absorbed on their
way through the interstellar medium. They allow a diret view into osmologial
objets, whereas optial astronomy is always onned to the observation of the
surfae of the soure.
2
The small ross setion also poses the great hallenge of neutrino astronomy:
Enormous target masses are required to observe at least a few neutrino interations.
The ux of osmologial neutrinos is believed to derease steeply with energy. For
energies up to a few hundred TeV, gigaton (1 km
3
of water or ie) detetors are
built, whih detet the erenkov light emitted by muons or asades produed
in neutrino interations. To measure neutrinos at even higher energies, detetors
with an observed target mass in the teraton range (1000 km
3
of water or ie) will
be required. There are several dierent experimental approahes to build suh a
detetor, whih want to use a variety of dierent target media ranging from water
and ie, over the Earth's atmosphere, to the moon.
In this thesis neutrino detetion utilising the thermoaousti sound generation
mehanism in uids is disussed: A neutrino indued hadroni asade heats a nar-
row region of the medium, leading to a rapid expansion, whih propagates perpen-
diular to the asade axis as a bipolar soni pulse through the uid (f. Fig. 1.3).
If this pulse of a few ten miroseonds length an be reorded at dierent posi-
tions, the diretion and energy of the neutrino an be inferred. We will show that
a detetor onsisting of 1000 km
3
of sea water instrumented sparsely with aousti
sensors would allow to detet neutrinos with energies above some EeV
1
.
acoustic
module
hadronic
cascade
ν
r
ϑ
Figure 1.3: Priniple of aousti neutrino detetion: Measurement of bipolar pres-
sure pulses, whih are emitted perpendiular to a neutrino indued partile asade
developing in a uid.
In hapter 2 theoretial models of various osmologial soures are presented,
whih are expeted to produe ultra high energy (UHE) neutrinos. Chapter 3
disusses dierent existing experimental tehniques for the detetion of ultra high
energy neutrinos exemplied by existing or planned experiments. In hapter 4
the thermoaousti sound generation model is introdued, and measurements for
its veriation are desribed. Afterwards, the sound generation of UHE neutrinos
in water is analysed in hapter 5, followed by a disussion of the propagation of
aousti signals in sea water and their detetion (Chap. 6). Finally, we will present
1
1EeV = 10
18
eV.
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in hapter 7 a simulation study of an underwater aousti neutrino telesope, and
will derive its sensitivity to a diuse ux of neutrinos.
4
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Soures of ultra high energy
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In this hapter several theoretial models are disussed, whih predit the emis-
sion of ultra high energy neutrinos.
2.1 Ative Galati Nulei
The model of the Ative Galati Nuleus (AGN) was developed to desribe a whole
range of osmologial objets. These inlude Seyfert galaxies
1
, blazars, and quasars
[4℄. AGNs are spiral galaxies with a super massive (10
7
 10
9
solar masses) blak
hole at the entre, whih aretes matter from its host galaxy. Partiles an be
aelerated to ultra high energies by Fermi aeleration in jets perpendiular to the
aretion dis.
AGNs are haraterised by a very high energy output from a relatively small vol-
ume. A shemati of an Ative Galati Nuleus is shown in Fig. 2.1. Depending
on the diretion under whih an AGN is observed, its spetrum will show various
1
Galaxies with very broad emission lines.
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prominent features. If the aretion dis is observed edge-on all visible light is usu-
ally absorbed in moleular louds in and around the dis, and a strong radio soure
with no optial ounterpart is measured. In the ase where AGNs are observed in
the diretion of the jet, a very luminous objet with high variability, a blazar, is
seen. The light from blazars shows a high degree of polarisation, whih indiates a
synhrotron prodution mehanism in the magneti elds of the jet.
Figure 2.1: Unied model of an Ative Galati Nuleus: The harateristi features
observed depend on the diretion to the observer.
AGNs are believed to be a soure of ultra high energy neutrinos, sine the ael-
erated protons an interat with hadrons or gamma-rays produing harged pions
whih then deay into leptons and neutrinos, e.g.:
p + γ → ∆+(1232) → π+ + n
→ µ+ + νµ
→ e+ + ν¯µ + νe
The ∆+(1232) an also deay into a proton and a neutral pion, the latter one
deaying into two high energy photons, whih are a possible soure for the high
energy (TeV) gamma-rays observed in the osmi radiation.
The rst predition for the neutrino ux from AGNs was derived in 1991 by
Steker et al. [5, 6℄ assuming a hidden-ore model where all hadroni energy is
transformed into neutrinos, and the AGN an thus only be observed in neutrinos.
They also pointed out that the main prodution mehanism must be proton photon
interations, beause the olumn density of hadroni matter surrounding the AGN
is limited by the absene of strong x-ray absorption lines in their spetra. Other
models predit a neutrino ux at higher energies, e.g. [7℄, whih ould already be
ruled out by the AMANDA and Baikal [8℄ experiments. A summary of the neutrino
uxes predited by the soure models desribed in this hapter is shown in Fig. 2.5.
6
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2.2 Gamma-ray bursts
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are sudden, very short (from milliseonds up to a few
seonds) and very intense ashes of gamma-rays, whih were disovered in the late
1960s by the Vela military satellites monitoring the Nulear Test Ban Treaty. It
was found that GRBs are aompanied by an afterglow in the x-ray, optial, and
radio band. GRBs are distributed isotropially over the sky, and spetral analysis
of the afterglow revealed that they have high redshifts.
The large distanes (high redshifts) require a model, where, under the assumption
of isotropi emission, photon energies of 10
52
erg to 10
54
erg are produed during
the short duration of the burst
2
. In addition, ausality and the short timesale
limit the spatial extension of the soure to the order of tens to hundreds of kilo-
metres. In the reball shok model (e.g. [9℄) the ollapse of a massive star indues
a relativistially expanding e±, γ reball with Lorentz fators Γ ≈ 100 [10℄. The
reball kineti energy is onverted into non-thermal partile and radiation energy
in ollisionless shoks mediated by haoti eletri and magneti elds in whih
the eletrons produe a synhrotron power-law radiation spetrum similar to that
observed, while inverse Compton sattering of these synhrotron photons extends
the spetrum into the GeV range. There are also modiations to this model, whih
propose an energy release into relativisti jets, reduing the total energy produed
to 10
52
 10
54 (Ω/4 π) erg, where Ω is the solid angle of the jets (f. Fig. 2.2).
Figure 2.2: The reball shok model of gamma-ray bursts (from [9℄).
In the same shok fronts where eletrons are aelerated to highest energies also
protons should be aelerated. These ultra high energy protons will be onverted
into neutrinos by the same mehanism as desribed for AGNs (f. Se. 2.1).
The model predits a neutrino ux with a power law energy spetrum Φν ∝ E−2ν ,
as expeted for rst order Fermi aeleration [10, 11℄:
2
For omparison: Luminosity of the sun L⊙ = 3.8 · 1033 erg/s.
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E2ν Φν,GRB = 3.0 · 10−9GeVcm−2s−1sr−1 105GeV < Eν < 107GeV
For energies Eν > 10
7
GeV the neutrino spetral index rises (i.e. the ux de-
reases faster), sine these neutrinos are produed by harged pions and muons
with energies above the synhrotron emission threshold. These pions and muons
lose a onsiderable amount of their energy by synhrotron emission before deay-
ing, produing lower energy neutrinos. The expeted neutrino spetrum is shown
in Fig. 2.5.
2.3 The Waxman Bahall upper limit
The Waxman Bahall (WB) limit [11℄ is a model independent upper bound to the
ux of ultra high energy neutrinos derived from the measured ux of UHE osmi
hadrons and the assumption of optially thin soures, i.e. soures of size not muh
larger than the mean free path for proton photon interations.
The assumption of optially thin soures is motivated by the fat, that osmi
rays with energies up to 10
11
GeV have been observed at Earth, whih disfavours
the AGN hidden ore model, where all hadrons are absorbed within the soure. It is
appliable to all soures where protons are Fermi aelerated to ultra high energies
and interat with ambient photons or protons, like AGNs or GRB reballs. Assum-
ing that the omplete energy observed in UHE osmi rays would be transformed
into neutrinos one an derive a strit upper limit on the ux of UHE neutrinos:
E2ν Φν,WB = 2.0 · 10−8GeVcm−2s−1sr−1
This limit overestimates the most likely neutrino ux by a fator of approximately
5/τ , for small optial depths τ (number of proton photon interation lengths) [12℄,
sine in proton photon interations only 20% of the proton energy is transfered to
the harged pion.
The ux of GRB neutrinos presented in Se. 2.2 is ompatible with the WB
bound. However, the AGN neutrino uxes disussed in Se. 2.1 exeed the bound,
but they were derived under the assumption of optially thik soures. These
models an thus not be tested by osmi ray observations on Earth, but only by
the detetion of the orresponding neutrinos.
2.4 GZK neutrinos
One of the most promising models prediting ultra high energy neutrinos is the GZK
eet. It was rst desribed in 1966 by Greisen [13℄, Zatsepin, and Kuzmin [14℄ who
8
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inferred that osmi ray protons with energies Ep & 50EeV should interat with the
2.7K osmi mirowave bakground (CMB). In this interation mostly ∆+(1232)
are produed, whih partly deay into π+ and subsequently into neutrinos giving
rise to a ux of ultra high energy neutrinos if there are soures of UHE protons with
redshifts z & 1 (whih is approximately the interation length for proton photon
interations). It is widely believed that for example AGNs and GRBs, whih have
been measured with muh higher redshifts, are the required proton soures. The
non-existene of the GZK uto would lead to the need of a strongly modied
osmology, in the sense that the (yet unknown) soures of ultra high energy osmi
rays must be very lose to us, at redshifts z < 1.
However, there is still disagreement between osmi ray experiments whether
there is a GZK uto. Figure 2.3 shows the energy spetrum of osmi rays at
the ankle measured by dierent experiments. Clariation is expeted from the
results of the Pierre Auger Observatory (f. Se. 3.2), whih began to measure
osmi rays at highest energies in 2004.
Figure 2.3: The spetrum of osmi rays at the ankle measured by dierent exper-
iments (from [15℄). The Fly's Eye and HiRes data suggest the existene of the GZK
uto (osmi ray spetrum expeted inluding the GZK uto is indiated by the
blak urves); AGASA on the other hand does not see a uto (blue urve).
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Detailed alulations [16℄ using dierent osmi ray soure distributions, osmi
ray injetion spetra, osmologial evolution of the soures, and dierent osmolo-
gies lead to a onsiderable neutrino ux exeeding even the Waxman Bahall bound
between 10
8
GeV and 10
11
GeV (see Fig. 2.5). This is not in ontradition to the
WB upper limit, sine via the GZK eet, the integrated proton ux above the
GZK threshold is saled down in energy below this threshold through neutrino
prodution. Thus there is an aumulation of the neutrino ux around the GZK
threshold.
2.5 Z-Burst neutrinos
Another possible prodution mehanism for ultra high energy neutrinos are Z-
bursts, whih are partiularly interesting, sine they would allow, if deteted, the
determination of the absolute neutrino mass.
Similarly to the osmi mirowave bakground the universe is presumably lled
with a bakground of reli neutrinos from the big bang, whih deoupled when the
universe had ooled down to a temperature of kT ≈ 2MeV [17℄. At present time
these neutrinos have a number density of 114 m
−3
per massive neutrino family
with a blak body temperature of 1.9K.
The only osmi ray proess sensitive to these reli neutrinos is the Z-burst se-
nario [18℄. An ultra high energy neutrino emitted by a osmi aelerator and
propagating through the universe an interat with a reli neutrino produing a Z
boson. The Z deays in 70% of all ases into hadroni jets, whih produe neutri-
nos with a somewhat lower energy, but with a great multipliity. This leads to a
very high neutrino ux around the Z resonane. Figure 2.4 shows the ross se-
tions for ultra high energy neutrinos propagating through the blak body neutrino
bakground. For lower neutrino masses the resonane is shifted to higher energies.
In Fig. 2.5 two dierent preditions for the Z-burst neutrino ux are shown.
2.6 Topologial Defets
The last model to be presented in this setion is dierent from the other models
disussed so far, beause it does not require any hadroni aelerators.
In the early universe, when the symmetry of the Higgs eld was broken at the
GUT sale, regions whih were ausally not onneted might have aquired Higgs
elds with dierent orientations. The boundaries between suh domains with dif-
ferent ground states are alled topologial defets (TD), beause their manifestation
is determined by the topology of these regions. Topologial defets may appear as
so alled domain walls, osmi strings, monopoles, or textures [20℄.
The energy assoiated with a topologial defet is of the order of magnitude
10
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Figure 2.4: Cross setion for the prodution of Z bosons by ultra high energy
neutrinos propagating through the 1.9K blak body neutrino bakground as a funtion
of the neutrino energy times m50 = mν/50 eV (from [19℄).
of the GUT energy, i.e. 10
15
GeV to 10
16
GeV. This energy is released during the
annihilation or ollapse of the defets in the form of super massive gauge bosons
and Higgs bosons, whih are usually referred to as X partiles [21℄.
These X partiles an deay into leptoni and hadroni hannels, the latter one
produing ultra high energy neutrinos in hadroni asades, whih will not be asso-
iated with any osmi aelerators. The neutrino ux predited from TD models
is shown in Fig. 2.5.
2.7 Summary of expeted neutrino uxes
Figure 2.5 shows the ux of ultra high energy neutrinos predited by the models
disussed in this hapter. On the ordinate the neutrino ux multiplied by E2ν is
plotted, so that models prediting a ux proportional to E−2ν as from rst order
Fermi aeleration are at in this representation. The plot gives the total ux over
all (anti-)neutrino avours, sine the aousti detetion method disussed in this
thesis is not sensitive to lepton avour. For models where in the literature only the
νµ + ν¯µ ux at Earth is given, this ux is multiplied by a fator of three, sine due
11
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to neutrino osillations an equipartition between all neutrino avours is expeted
if the neutrinos are produed in distant and extended soures with a avour ratio
of νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 2 : 0, whih is the ase for osmi neutrinos from pion deay.
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Figure 2.5: Total ux (all avours) of ultra high energy neutrinos predited by the
various theoretial models. AGNs: S05 from [6℄, HZ97 from [7℄; GRB from [10℄; WB
from [12℄; GZK from [16℄; Z-Bursts from [22℄; TD from [21℄ (mν = 1 eV).
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In this hapter dierent experimental approahes towards the detetion of ultra
high energy neutrinos are disussed and several experiments already existing or
starting in the near future are presented.
3.1 Water-erenkov detetors
There are several experiments urrently taking data or being built, aiming at the de-
tetion of osmi neutrinos in the high-energy range from about 50GeV to 100TeV.
All these experiments are based on the Water-erenkov (or Ie-erenkov) teh-
nique, i.e. on the detetion of erenkov photons in the visual frequeny band, whih
are emitted by harged partiles propagating at superluminal veloities through a
transparent medium (water or ie).
Water-erenkov detetors onsist of arrays of photomultiplier tubes deeply em-
bedded in water or ie and looking below the horizon for upward going partiles,
sine at these energies neutrinos are the only partiles able to propagate freely
13
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through the Earth. The overburden of water or ie, typially several kilometres
thik, ats as a shielding against downward going muons from atmospheri air
showers, whih are produed in interations of osmi rays in the atmosphere.
The detetors are designed to detet muon neutrinos interating via harged
urrent weak interations in the detetor or in the surrounding medium or bot-
tom rok. The produed muon propagates freely through the detetor and emits
erenkov light. The muon path an be reonstruted by measuring the arrival
times and the orresponding number of ausally onneted photoeletrons in the
dierent photomultipliers (f. Fig. 3.1). At high energies, the diretion of the muon
oinides well enough with the diretion of the initial neutrino, so that the dire-
tion of the soure an be determined with an angular resolution better than 1
◦
in
water. Due to the shorter sattering length of light in ie, the angular resolution of
Ie-erenkov telesopes is slightly worse; it is about 2
◦
.
ν
µ
Cerenkov cone
Photomultipliers
Figure 3.1: Detetion priniple of Water-erenkov detetors: A neutrino interats in
the surroundings of the detetor and the resulting muon produes a one of erenkov
light, whih is deteted by photomultipliers.
The lower threshold energy of Water-erenkov detetors, whih is about 50GeV,
is set by the spaing of the photomultipliers. For lower energies the muon traks
beome too short to be resolved by the detetor. The upper energy threshold is set
by the target mass of the detetor. At higher energies, the neutrino ux beomes
so low, that the number of neutrinos from the dierent theoretial soure models
expeted to be measured within the lifetime of the experiment is insuient to get
reliable information.
Table 3.1 summarises the parameters of a seletion of existing and planned Water-
erenkov neutrino telesopes, all of whih deploy their photomultipliers xed to
vertial strutures whih are either frozen into the ie or set on the seabed.
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The Baikal
1
experiment is the oldest neutrino telesope whih is still taking data.
It is situated in Lake Baikal in Siberia, whih freezes in winter and thus allows to
use the ie sheet as a deployment platform. AMANDA and its suessor IeCube
2
are loated at the south pole. Their strings are deployed by hot water drilling into
the ie. There are three detetors urrently being onstruted in the Mediterranean
Sea: ANTARES
3
, NEMO
4
, and Nestor
5
, all using dierent tehnial approahes.
Further, there are plans for a ubi-kilometre sized ounterpart to IeCube in the
northern hemisphere: KM3NeT
6
.
Table 3.1: Parameters for a seletion of Water-erenkov neutrino telesopes. (V :
instrumented volume, dxy: horizontal PMT spaing, dz: vertial PMT spaing)
Medium # PMTs V dxy dz Overburden
(km
3
) (m) (m) (m)
Baikal fresh water 192 10
−4
21 5, 7.5 1100
AMANDA ie 677 10
−2
50 14.0 1500
IeCube ie 4800 1.0 125 17.0 1400
ANTARES sea water 900 10
−2
70 14.5 2000
None of the existing experiments ould measure an unambiguous signal of osmi
neutrinos, yet. However, there has been a reent observation by the AMANDA ex-
periment of two neutrinos in spatial and temporal oinidene with a TeV gamma
are of the blazar 1ES 1959+650 [23℄. Unfortunately, those events were only disov-
ered after the unblinding of the data, and thus their statistial signiane annot
be reliably estimated.
3.2 Extensive Air Shower detetors
Another promising approah towards the detetion of ultra high energy neutrinos
are extensive air shower (EAS) detetors. EAS detetors are designed for the de-
tetion of partile asades produed by osmi rays in the atmosphere, but new
telesopes like the Pierre Auger Observatory
7
have apertures large enough to detet
also very rare neutrino indued asades.
The Pierre Auger Observatory is a hybrid detetor, whih uses two independent
experimental tehniques to measure air showers. The detetion priniple is shown
1
http://www.ifh.de/baikal/baikalhome.html
2
http://ieube.wis.edu/
3
http://antares.in2p3.fr/
4
http://nemoweb.lns.infn.it/
5
http://www.nestor.org.gr/
6
http://www.km3net.org/
7
http://www.auger.org/
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in Fig. 3.2: A surfae array of 1600 Water-erenkov tanks is spread over an area
of 3000 km
2
in a triangular grid with 1.5 km spaing. Eah tank ontains 12m
3
of water, whih is observed by three photomultipliers to measure the spatial and
temporal distribution of air shower partiles reahing ground level. Further, the
whole area is observed by four uoresene detetors, eah of whih has a eld
of view of 180
◦
in azimuth angle. These Fly's Eyes are designed to detet the
uoresene light emitted by atmospheri nitrogen when a partile asade develops
in the atmosphere. Their duty yle is about 10% sine they an only be operated
at night and when the weather onditions are suitable.
Figure 3.2: Detetion priniple of the Pierre Auger hybrid detetor: The uoresene
light produed by an extensive air shower is deteted in Fly's Eye imaging telesopes;
partiles reahing ground level are measured in Water-erenkov tanks.
This hybrid setup allows the reonstrution of the primary partile energy with
an error of 9%, and of its diretion better than 1
◦
(Surfae detetor only: 1.4
◦
diretion resolution and 10% energy resolution).
The Pierre Auger Observatory an also detet ultra high energy neutrinos if
they interat in the atmosphere. Cosmi ray hadrons interat at the top of the
atmosphere
8
, whereas neutrinos as only weakly interating partiles an interat at
any atmospheri depths. The depth of interation an be xed by determining the
depth of the shower maximum, i.e. the depth, where the asade partile density is
highest. The shower maximum an either be measured diretly by the uoresene
detetors, or an be alulated from the ratio of the number of muons to eletrons
8
At an altitude between 10 and 20 km for a vertially downward going partile.
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arriving at ground level and seen by the surfae array, sine the number of high-
energy eletrons dereases faster than the number of muons beause of their larger
eletromagneti ross setion.
Promising neutrino andidates are inlined showers with zenith angles larger
than approximately 60
◦
, sine those showers must have been reated deeply in the
atmosphere when reahing the surfae detetor. The neutrino ux predited to be
detetable within one year of measurement time is plotted in Fig. 3.6.
3.3 Radio-erenkov detetors
Even larger target masses an be observed if the signal to be deteted propagates
over wide distanes, and thus the number of single sensors an either be redued, or
they an be distributed using larger inter-sensor spaing. For example, radio waves
an propagate over large distanes in nearly any medium. Suh radio waves are
emitted oherently from the exess of negative harge in eletromagneti asades.
An eletromagneti asade developing, espeially in dense media, gathers an ex-
ess of eletrons, sine positrons annihilate in the medium and additional eletrons
are gathered via Compton sattering. This propagating, unompensated harge
emits highly polarised erenkov radiation, bremsstrahlung, and transition radia-
tion, whih are oherent for wavelengths larger than the extensions of the asade
[24℄. Sine ultra high energy eletromagneti asades in matter typially have a
length of several metres, oherent emission is expeted in the radio frequeny band.
This is alled Askarian eet. It was veried experimentally by direting pi-
oseond pulses of GeV bremsstrahlung photons into a silia sand target, where
nanoseond radio-frequeny pulses in the 0.3GHz to 6GHz range were measured
[25℄. This allows for simple and heap experiments, sine only onventional radio
antennas are required for detetion.
In the next setions dierent experimental approahes to detet this oherent
Radio-erenkov radiation are presented whih presently set the best experimental
limits on the ux of ultra high energy neutrinos. These upper limits on the neutrino
ux are summarised in Se. 3.4.
3.3.1 Radio detetion in ie  RICE
The Radio Ie erenkov Experiment
9
(RICE) onsists of an array of 18 radio an-
tennas deployed together with the AMANDA detetor in the antarti ie ap. The
antennas are spread over a 200 × 200 × 200m3 ube in a depth of 100 to 300m,
and are sensitive from 0.2GHz to 1GHz [26℄.
This setup is designed to detet the radio emission and reonstrut the vertex of
eletromagneti asades indued by UHE neutrinos (Eν & 10
7
GeV) in an eetive
9
http://www.bartol.udel.edu/ spizak/rie/rie.html
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volume of 2× 2 × 1 km3 around the detetor. Neutrino signals an be disriminated
from bakground by the harateristi onial emission pattern of the asade: the
erenkov one, whereas the bakground typially is produed by point soures,
whih emit spherial waves. Spherial waves typially produe large-voltage signals
in a higher number of antennas than a signal limited to a one.
RICE is taking data sine 2000, and no neutrino andidates where measured yet.
The resulting limit on the neutrino ux is shown in Fig. 3.6.
3.3.2 Radio observations of the moon  GLUE
Looking for an even larger monolithi target, whih, at the ost of a higher energy
threshold, an be observed with a single antenna, one inevitably has to onsider
the moon.
The Goldstone Lunar Ultra-high energy neutrino Experiment
10
(GLUE) uses the
70m and the 34m Deep Spae Network antennas at the Goldstone Traking Faility
in California to detet 2GHz radio signals from the moon, whih are produed by
neutrino indued asades.
With this tehnique asades up to a depth of 10m under the lunar surfae
an be observed, whih results in an eetive volume exeeding 10
5
km
3
at highest
energies [27℄. Figure 3.3 shows the geometry under whih asades an be observed,
whih is limited beause the angle for total internal reetion is to the rst order
the omplement of the erenkov angle of 56
◦
, and the emitted erenkov one is
ollimated with a spread of 1
◦
FWHM. The upper limit on the diuse neutrino ux
set by GLUE is shown in Fig. 3.6.
to earth
back
side
front
side
cascade
cascades are
detectable over this region
CR
CR
ν
ν
Figure 3.3: Shemati of the geometry for lunar neutrino asade detetion (from
[27℄).
10
http://www.physis.ula.edu/ moonemp/publi/
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There are also suggestions to detet the radio emission at lower frequenies in
the 150MHz band [28℄, where the erenkov one is less ollimated, and thus the
limitations imposed by total internal reetions are avoided. First estimates show
that the sensitivity to UHE neutrinos might be inreased substantially ompared
to the experiments working in the 2GHz band.
3.3.3 Satellite experiments  FORTE
At highest energies the radio emission from partile asades in ie an not only be
deteted in the ie (f. Se. 3.3.1) itself, but also with satellites orbiting the Earth.
In 1997 NASA launhed the FORTE (Fast On-orbit Reording of Transient
Events) satellite
11
whih arries several instruments for meteorologial studies and
the U.S. nulear detonation detetion system. Among these are two broadband (30
to 300MHz) radio-frequeny dipole antennas that are orthogonal to eah other, and
whih an also be used to searh for radio emission from neutrino indued asades.
FORTE orbits the Earth at an altitude of 800 km with an inlination of 70
◦
towards the equator. From this orbit it annot monitor Antartia, but it an
detet events in the Greenland ie sheet with a depth up to 1 km. This results
in an eetive volume of approximately 2 · 106 km3. erenkov radiation is highly
polarised whih allows to selet nanoseond pulses that are neutrino andidates out
of a bakground of lightning and other natural phenomena.
The FORTE ollaboration has observed one event, whih survives all their sele-
tion uts, and whih is still being analysed [29℄. Assuming that this single event
denes the bakground rate, one an derive the limit on the neutrino ux shown in
Fig. 3.6.
3.3.4 Balloon experiments  ANITA
A new experiment has been proposed whih will be able to monitor large masses
of Antarti ie at muh lower ost as a satellite.
The Antarti Impulse Transient Antenna
12
(ANITA) is an instrument planned
to ontain 40 dual polarisation horn antennas (f. Fig. 3.4) operating from 0.2 to
1.2GHz [30℄.
ANITA will be attahed to a balloon and irle the south pole at an altitude of
approximately 40 km. As skethed in Fig. 3.5, it will be able to detet nanose-
ond radio pulses emitted from neutrino indued eletromagneti asades in the
Antarti ie ap with an eetive volume of about 10
6
km
3
.
Due to the short propagation path of the radio signals ompared to FORTE,
ANITA will be able to detet neutrinos with a muh lower energy threshold of
11
http://nis-www.lanl.gov/nis-projets/forte_siene/
12
http://www.ps.ui.edu/ anita/
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Figure 3.4: The ANITA instrument (from [30℄).
10
9
GeV. The neutrino ux expeted to be detetable with ANITA during three
ights of about 15 days eah is shown in Fig. 3.6. The ANITA ollaboration has
demonstrated the feasibility of the onept with the ight of ANITA-lite [30℄, and
expets to be able to perform one to two ights per Antarti summer season
starting in 2006.
3.4 Present limits on the neutrino ux
Table 3.2 gives, for omparison, an overview over some of the presented existing
and planned detetors for ultra high energy neutrinos, stating the energy range
and the eetive volumes Veff inside whih neutrino events an be deteted at the
highest energies. The upper energy threshold Emax is set by the fat, that for the
theoretially predited uxes (f. Chap. 2) no events above this energy are expeted
during the lifetime of the experiment.
In Fig. 3.6 the experimental limits on the neutrino ux, whih are set by the
dierent experiments, are summarised. The alulation of these ux limits is dis-
ussed in detail in Appendix B. The presented limits are for a 90% ondene level
(C.L.). The Auger limit is for one year of lifetime; the ANITA limit is for 45 days,
expeted to be umulated during three ights.
The experimental limits are ompared to the theoretially predited ux models
shown in Fig. 3.7. The AGN model HZ97 ould be exluded by the Baikal and
20
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Figure 3.5: Shemati of the detetion priniple of balloon borne experiments
(from [30℄).
Table 3.2: Summary of some of the presented neutrino detetors (Veff : eetive
volume, Emin: lower neutrino-energy threshold, Emax: upper energy threshold)
Detetion priniple Veff Emin Emax
(km
3
) (GeV) (GeV)
Baikal Water-erenkov 10
4
10
8
Auger Air shower 10
8
10
11
RICE Radio-ie in ie 4 10
7
10
11
GLUE Radio-moon from Earth 10
5
10
11
10
14
FORTE Radio-ie from satellite 2 · 106 1013 1017
ANITA Radio-ie from balloon 10
6
10
9
10
14
RICE experiments. GLUE ould already rule out dierent Z-burst senarios not
presented in this work. Auger and ANITA will be able to test the Topologial Defet
model presented. ANITA will further be sensitive to GZK and WB neutrinos.
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Figure 3.6: Experimental limits on the ux of ultra high energy neutrinos (Baikal
from [8℄, Auger from [31℄, RICE from [30℄, GLUE from [32℄, FORTE from [29℄, ANITA
from [30℄).
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of theoretial ux models and experimental limits. Blue
urves are the theoretially predited uxes from Fig. 2.5. Green and red urves are
the experimental ux limits shown in Fig. 3.6 (Green urves: limits measured by
existing experiments; red urves: limits projeted for future experiments).
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In this hapter a new approah towards the detetion of ultra high energy neutri-
nos is introdued: Aousti detetion. Thermoaousti sound generation in general
is disussed, and experimental veriations of the thermoaousti model are pre-
sented.
4.1 Theoretial onsiderations
Aousti partile detetion is based on the thermoaousti model  a hydrodynami
theory, whih was rst disussed by G.A. Askarian in 1957 [33, 34℄.
The basi idea is, that energy deposited loally in a medium, e.g. by a partile
asade, leads to loal heating of the medium, and thus to a fast expansion, whih
spreads in form of a soni wave from the plae of energy deposition. This sound
wave is desribed by a pressure eld p(~r, t), where p is a small deviation from the
stati pressure p0 of the uid. This pressure eld an be alulated from the energy
density ε(~r, t) deposited in the medium. The details are worked out in Appendix A,
and the result desribing the pressure eld is the inhomogeneous wave equation
(A.11):
1
c2
∂2p
∂t2
−∆p = α
Cp
∂2ε
∂t2
(4.1)
Here, c is the speed of sound, α is the bulk expansion oeient, and Cp is the
spei heat apaity at onstant pressure. Equation 4.1 is solved by a Kirhho
integral:
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p(~r, t) =
α
4πCp
∫
d3r′
|~r − ~r′|
∂2
∂t2
ε
(
~r′, t− |~r −
~r′|
c
)
(4.2)
This an further be simplied, if we assume an instantaneous energy deposition at
time t0, i.e. an energy deposition on muh shorter timesales, than the propagation
of the aousti wave:
ε(~r, t) = ε˜(~r) Θ(t− t0) or ∂
∂t
ε(~r, t) = ε˜(~r) δ(t− t0) (4.3)
where Θ(t) is the Heaviside step funtion and δ(t) is the Dira delta distribution.
This assumption is ertainly true for the sound generation of partile asades in
water whih are onsidered in this work. Partile asades, as disussed in the
following setions, typially develop with the speed of light in vauum, whereas the
thermoaousti sound generation is governed by the speed of sound
1
, whih is muh
smaller. Inserting (4.3) into (4.2) leads to the following equation:
p(~r, t) =
α
4πCp
c2
∂
∂R
∫
SR
~r
d2r′
ε˜(~r′)
R
(t > t0) (4.4)
where the integration is over spherial surfaes SR~r entred at the observation point
~r and with radius R = c(t−t0). This means, that for a given position ~r at any time t
the thermoaousti pressure signal is a superposition of all the signal ontributions
produed in a distane c(t−t0), i.e. of all the signal ontributions that propagate in
the given time interval from the prodution loation onsidered to the observation
point.
Using water as detetion medium, one has to take further onsiderations into
aount. The expansion oeient α and the heat apaity Cp both strongly depend
on the temperature T . Espeially, α vanishes at 4◦C due to the anomaly of water.
The temperature dependent fator in (4.4) is dened as γ, and the temperature
dependene is shown in Fig. 4.1.
γ =
α
4πCp
(4.5)
There are several groups studying the feasibility of using the aousti signal
produed by partile asades from neutrino interations as a basis for a future
large-sale aousti neutrino detetor. In-situ aousti measurements using existing
arrays (ivil and military) of hydrophones as well as ustom made detetors have
been arried out in Lake Baikal [36℄, in the Atlanti Oean near the Bahamas [37℄,
and in the Mediterranean Sea [38, 39℄.
1
The speed of sound in water is c ≈ 1500m/s.
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Figure 4.1: The γ parameter of water as a funtion of temperature in units onve-
nient for the purposes of aousti partile detetion (Data from [35℄).
These experiments mainly allowed, apart from addressing the tehnial feasibility
of suh a detetor, to study the important subjet of aousti bakground noise in
water (f. Se. 6.3). Also an experimental limit on the diuse neutrino ux at
energies Eν & 10
13
GeV ould already be derived from the SAUND experiment at
the Bahamas onsisting of seven military hydrophones [40℄, but it is not yet on
a ompetitive basis ompared to the FORTE result (Se. 3.3.3), whih is at the
moment the best limit in this energy range.
For all those experiments, the vanishing of γ at 4◦C, and with it of the ther-
moaousti signal, poses no problem sine they operate at loations with modest
water temperature
2
. For example, at the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea there is
a onstant temperature between 12
◦
C and 14
◦
C.
2
The experiment in Lake Baikal has great systemati limitations due to the temperature gradient
between 0◦C at the frozen surfae and 4◦C at the bottom.
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4.2 Experimental veriation of the
thermoaousti model
In order to study the validity of the thermoaousti model and to test ustom
designed hardware like hydrophones we performed several experiments. Dierent
means of energy deposition  a proton beam and a laser  were used to mimi the
line-like energy deposition of a partile asade under ontrolled onditions. We
investigated the dependene of the thermoaousti pulses on the beam parameters,
i.e. intensity and beam width, and on the water temperature. The pulses were
measured with both ommerial and ustom-made hydrophones and were ompared
to Monte Carlo simulations.
4.2.1 The proton beam experiment
Experimental setup
To test the appliability of the thermoaousti model to the detetion of ultra
high energy neutrinos by measuring the sound pulse generated from the neutrino
indued partile asade, an intuitive approah is to dump a partile beam from an
aelerator into a water target. It turns out that proton beams with partile energies
ranging from a 100MeV to 1GeV are ideal andidates for suh an experiment, sine
their range in water is a few 10 m, a distane most suitable for laboratory setups.
Several suh experiments were performed in the past [41, 42, 43℄, but the results
always had large statistial errors as well as systemati unertainties. Thus, the
thermoaousti sound generation model is veried in priniple, but no high preision
measurements exist.
We designed and arried out an experiment [44, 45℄, that would on the one hand
allow for preision measurements of the thermoaousti pressure pulses, espeially
as a funtion of the temperature
3
, and on the other hand give the possibility to
test aousti sensors ustom-made for in-situ studies of the bakground noise in
the Mediterranean Sea. In this work I will onentrate on the Monte Carlo studies
used to analyse the measured signals. Details on the tehnial realisation of the
experiment an be found in [44℄.
For the experiment, the 177MeV proton beam of the Gustaf Werner Cylotron
at the The Svedberg Laboratory
4
of the University of Uppsala, Sweden was used.
The beam was dumped into a 150 × 60 × 60 cm3 water tank. The beam entry
window is set about 10 m from the tank walls into the water volume to delay the
3
The temperature dependene is important to distinguish the thermoaousti signal from pulses
produed by other possible sound generation mehanisms whih are supposed to persist at
4
◦
C.
4
http://www.tsl.uu.se/
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signal reetions from the walls and separate them from the diret signal. This
is ahieved by a plasti pipe set into the tank wall, where one end is sealed with
plasti foil. The aousti signals were reorded by up to ve position adjustable
hydrophones simultaneously, and digitised with a rate of 10MS/s to 100MS/s.
This rate orresponds to a time of 100 ns to 10 ns between two samples whih is
suiently short for an expeted length of the thermoaousti pulse in the order
of 100µs. The data were stored on dis and analysed o-line. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 4.2.
(a) Experimental setup.
Hydrophone H1
variabel
(z=0cm)
(z=12cm)
(z=22cm)
(z=32cm)Hydrophone H4
Hydrophone H3
Hydrophone H2
(x=0cm, z=22cm)
(x=0cm, z=0cm)
Bragg peak
z
xBeam entry
(x=0cm, z=42cm)
Wall
Hydrophone H5
Proton beam
(b) Shemati and oordinate system.
Figure 4.2: Experimental setup of the proton beam experiment: (a) The water tank
set up at the end of the beam line, and (b) shemati of the hydrophone positions
relative to the beam entry and oordinate system used.
Monte Carlo simulations
To analyse the reorded data we developed a simulation ode. In a rst step the
energy deposition of a single proton in water was studied with GEANT4 [46℄, an
Open Soure
5
simulation pakage for high energy physis written in C++.
The main energy loss mehanism for 180MeV protons in a medium is ionisation,
whih an be simulated with GEANT4 taking into aount also sattering along
the path. Figure 4.3 shows the mean
6
energy density deposited by a single 180MeV
proton in water. The proton enters the water at the origin of the oordinate system
and propagates in positive z-diretion.
Figure 4.3(a) shows that muh energy is deposited towards the end of the trak,
in the so-alled Bragg peak at z = 22 m. But as an be seen in Fig. 4.3(b),
5
http://geant4.web.ern.h/geant4/
6
Averaged over 10000 single protons.
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Figure 4.3: Energy density deposited by a 180MeV proton in water: (a) Projetion
onto the diretion of the proton shows dense energy deposition at the end of the trak
(Bragg peak), and (b) projetion onto a plane ontaining the proton path (olour
sale in MeV/m
2
).
whih is rotationally symmetri around the beam axis, this energy is spread over a
large volume, sine sattering angles beome larger
7
in the lower energy part of the
trak. Thus, the energy density is highest in the rst 5 m of the trak. We store
the omplete 3-D energy information in a histogram with 50× 50× 50 bins.
Also, we used GEANT4 to study the inuene of the 1.2m of air and the 2mm
plasti foil whih the protons have to traverse after leaving the beam line, and
before entering the water. We found that these fators an be ompletely negleted.
Further, we ompared the results to the former gold standard simulation ode
Geant 3.21 and found exellent agreement.
The simulated energy deposition from a single proton is used to alulate the
energy deposited by a proton bunh delivered from the aelerator. We assume,
that there is no interation between the protons within a bunh, and thus get the
total energy deposition as a onvolution between the single proton deposition and
the proton ux in the bunh. A typial bunh used for this experiment is shown in
Fig. 4.4.
The bunh width is variable, and typially a width of 2 m FWHM was used. The
temporal distribution of the protons is xed by the aelerator and an be desribed
as a Gaussian with 24µs FWHM. The onvolution leads to a set of 50 histograms
h(ti) of 50 × 50 × 50 bins, one for eah time slie ti. Eah histogram ontains the
energy deposited in time slie i. Sine all energy dissipation mehanisms are muh
slower than the energy deposition, the total energy deposited until time ti an be
7
The transversal momentum gained in eah sattering proess is fairly onstant, but the longi-
tudinal momentum of the proton dereases with energy, whih leads to inreasing sattering
angles.
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Figure 4.4: Prole of the bunh of ≈ 1010 protons (bunh energy 1.8EeV) delivered
by the ylotron: (a) Temporal distribution of the protons and (b) prole of the
proton bunh.
alulated as the sum over all histograms ε(ti) =
∑
j≤i h(tj).
Compared to the expeted length of the pressure pulse of a few 10µs the energy
deposition of the proton bunh over 24µs annot be assumed instantaneous, and
the full equation (4.2) has to be used to alulate the thermoaousti signal. It is
solved using a disrete version of (4.2) where the integration is replaed by a sum
over histogram bins, and the time derivative is alulated as dierene between
histograms of the set at dierent times divided by the time step. Figure 4.5 shows
the resulting pressure eld.
s)µt (
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(a) Pressure vs. time. (b) Pressure vs. position.
Figure 4.5: Simulated pressure pulses produed by the proton beam: (a) Pressure
as a funtion of time for dierent distanes x perpendiular to the proton beam (z
xed at 12 m), and (b) pressure versus position at t = 333µs (the proton bunh
starts to enter into the water at t0 = 0 in positive z diretion).
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The bipolar aousti pulse at dierent distanes perpendiular to the proton
beam an be seen in Fig. 4.5(a). The pressure eld at a xed time is shown in
Fig. 4.5(b), where it is learly visible, that the signal is highest perpendiular to
the beam, leading to the expeted dis shaped signature. The ringing of the signal
whih an be seen in Fig. 4.5(a) in the urve for x = 5 m and in Fig. 4.5(b) is a
near eld eet aused by the dierent harateristi of dierent parts of the energy
distribution. In ontrast to a ultra high energy partile shower, whih is a true line
soure as we will see, the proton beam signal is a superposition of a line soure
with the highest energy density in the rst few entimetres of the trak and a point
soure onstituted by the Bragg peak.
We studied the ontribution of the dierent parts by alulating the signal emit-
ted from dierent regions of the energy deposition separately. The regions where
hosen suh that approximately the same total amount of energy is deposited in
eah of them. The investigated regions are z < 10 m, 10 m ≤ z < 20 m, and
z ≥ 20 m. The ontribution of these parts of the energy deposition to the signal
an be seen in Fig. 4.6 showing the resulting aousti pulses at dierent positions.
It an be seen that in the near eld for small z the ringing omes from the later
arriving signal of the Bragg peak, and for larger z it is determined by the late
arriving signal from the line like part. In the far eld all the signal ontributions
start to add oherently. This behaviour was also observed in the measured signals.
Results
For the analysis, signals averaged over 1000 proton bunhes were used to suppress
noise. Figure 4.7 shows a typial measured aousti signal ompared to the simula-
tion (The simulated signal is resaled to t the amplitude of the measured signal).
The measured signal still inludes the response of the hydrophone, nonetheless the
bipolar struture is learly visible, and the signal length mathes the expetation.
Thus, measured and simulated signals math reasonably well.
The plateau at the beginning of the measured signal, whih is not of aousti ori-
gin  the travel time of an aousti signal for the 10 m distane to the hydrophone
is 67µs  an be explained by a ow of harge from the proton bunh into the
measurement system [44℄, sine it has a xed shape but its height is proportional
to the proton bunh energy. The broadening of the rst minimum as well as the
ringing of the signal an be explained by a very early reetion of the signal at the
proton beam entrane window into the tank, and by the response funtion of the
hydrophone.
Further we ould show [44℄, that in omplete agreement with our expetations,
the time of the rst maximum of the signal is proportional to the distane of the
hydrophone perpendiular to the proton traks, and that the signal amplitude is
proportional to the total bunh energy, whereas the signal length is energy inde-
pendent.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of measured and simulated signal at x = 10 m and z =
12 m. The bunh parameters are as in Fig. 4.4; the simulated signal is resaled to t
the amplitude of the measured signal.
We determined the signal speed to be (1458± 4)m/s whih is in exellent agree-
ment with the textbook value for the speed of sound in fresh water ((1455± 1)m/s
at the temperature onsidered).
An interesting feature to test the thermoaousti model is the distane behaviour
of the signal amplitude pmax. The model predits a dis-shaped signal where the
symmetry axis is given by the line like energy deposition. Thus, in the near eld
region  ompared to the size of the energy deposition region  we expet that the
amplitude dereases as 1/
√
r, where r is the distane perpendiular to the axis. In
the far eld region, where the energy deposition region an be assumed as point-
like, the amplitude should derease like 1/r. For the proton beam experiment the
transition region between near and far eld lies within the water tank. Figure 4.8
shows the signal amplitude pmax as a funtion of r for the simulation and the
measurement.
The transition between the near eld region and the far eld region at r ≈ 26 m
is learly visible. The observed slopes agree well with the simple model predition
of a line like soure in the near eld, and a point soure in the far eld.
Further, we studied the dependene of the signal on the water temperature.
A water temperature whih is homogeneous over the whole tank was ahieved by
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Figure 4.8: Dependeny of the signal amplitude on the distane perpendiular to
the proton beam (z = 12 m). The solid lines are t urves to the data. The transition
between near and far eld at r ≈ 26 m is learly visible.
ooling the whole water volume and subsequent ontrolled reheating. Temperatures
between 1
◦
C and 15
◦
C were set up with a preision of 0.1
◦
C.
It was observed that, as expeted, the pressure pulse is inverted at 4
◦
C where
the bulk expansion oeient α hanges its sign. Below 4◦C heating of the water
leads to a ontration, whih propagates as an inverted bipolar pressure pulse from
the energy deposition region. However, we found that the signal never vanishes
ompletely as one would expet from the thermoaousti model. At 4◦C, there is a
residual signal of the order of 1mV (f. sale in Fig. 4.7), whih is obviously not of
thermoaousti origin. The exat nature of this residual signal is unlear, but the
laser beam experiment (f. Se. 4.2.2) suggests, that it is a feature spei to the
proton beam.
For the analysis of the data we subtrated the residual signal from all signals for
the dierent temperatures. The resulting amplitude temperature relation is shown
in Fig. 4.9.
Inverted signals below 4
◦
C, where an inrease of the temperature leads to a on-
tration of the water, are dened to have negative amplitudes. The measured values
are in good agreement with the preditions from material properties represented
by γ as dened in (4.5) and shown in Fig. 4.1.
Summarising, we ould verify the thermoaousti model with high auray. We
showed that a rapid, line like energy deposition in a medium leads to a bipolar pres-
sure pulse whih mainly propagates perpendiular to the energy deposition region.
The aousti nature of the measured pulses ould be proven by the determination
of their veloity whih is ompatible with the speed of sound. The pulse variation
with temperature is as expeted from the model.
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Figure 4.9: Amplitude of the proton beam signal at x = 10 m and z = 12 m as a
funtion of the water temperature after subtration of the residual signal at 4◦C from
all signals. The amplitude is normalised to unity at 15
◦
C. The blue urve shows the
γ fator from Fig. 4.1 tted with an overall saling fator.
4.2.2 The laser experiment
In order to address some questions left unanswered by the proton beam experiment
presented in the previous setion, espeially the question for the nature of the
residual signal observed at 4
◦
C, we performed aousti measurements with a laser
beam dumped in water [47℄.
We used the same experimental setup as for the proton beam experiment whih
is shown in Fig. 4.2, only the beam entrane window was replaed by silia glass.
An infrared, pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm, a maximum pulse
energy of 15EeV, and a beam diameter of 1 m is indued into the water, and
the resulting bipolar pressure pulses are reorded by the position adjustable hy-
drophones. Sine the laser has an absorption length of 7 m in water, the tank is
large enough that the laser beam is ompletely absorbed.
The main dierenes to the proton beam experiment are as follows:
• Pulse length. The laser we used an produe pulses with a length between
6 ns and 8 ns ompared to the 24µs bunh length of the proton pulse. Thus,
for the laser beam an instantaneous energy deposition an be assumed whih
is omparable to the partile asades indued by ultra high energy neutrinos,
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and the time struture of the resulting aousti signal is determined by the
spatial extension of the energy deposition, and not by the bunh length as it
was the ase for the proton beam
8
.
• Energy deposition mehanism. The infrared laser beam is absorbed in
water by exiting rotational and vibrational modes of the water moleules,
whereas the protons transfer their energy to the water by ionisation and
proton nuleus sattering. These ompletely dierent energy transfer meh-
anisms allow us to distinguish between thermoaousti signals and ontribu-
tions harateristi for the partiular proess of energy transfer, like the non
aousti plateau observed in the proton beam signals, whih annot be re-
produed at the laser beam, and might thus well be an eet related to the
transfer of eletri harge.
• Availability. The availability of the laser setup in our laboratory in Erlangen
allows us to repeat measurements at any time and to srutinise eets whih
are not ompletely understood, being independent of the availability of an
aelerator.
The simulation of the aousti signals is done with the same methods as disussed
for the proton beam experiment. The energy density deposited by the laser beam
an be parameterised as a Gauss funtion with a width of 1 m perpendiular to
the axis, and has an exponential deay in the diretion of the beam haraterised
by the absorption length of 7.1 m. In ontrast to the proton beam experiment the
energy deposition an be assumed as instantaneous, and thus (4.4) an be used for
the alulation of the signals.
We explored the dependene of the thermoaousti signal on the sensor position
and on the pulse energy, whih are all in good agreement with the expetations
from the simulations based on the thermoaousti model [47℄. Figure 4.10 shows
signals measured at dierent temperatures around 4
◦
C.
The rst thing to notie is that the initial bipolar signal, whih is followed by
ringing in the hydrophone, has a length of approximately 30µs, and is muh shorter
than the proton beam indued signal whih has a length of about 100µs. The reason
is, as was previously disussed, that with an instantaneous energy deposition the
signal length is dened by the extension of the energy deposition region, whih is
about 10 m in length only. Further the signal vanishes ompletely at about 3.9
◦
C.
This supports the assumption, that the residual signal observed in the proton beam
experiment is spei to this energy deposition mehanism, and that it is valid to
8
With an instantaneous energy deposition mehanism, the resulting pressure pulse is a superpo-
sition of spheri waves emitted simultaneously from the whole deposition region; for the ase
of an energy deposition over a time window the aousti signal is a superposition of spheri
waves emitted in an interval of spae and time.
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Figure 4.10: Laser indued pressure pulses measured at x = 10 m and z = 12 m at
dierent water temperatures. The signal vanishes ompletely at 3.9
◦
C, and hanges
its polarity below this temperature.
subtrat this residual signal for the evaluation of the thermoaousti model. The
dependene of the pulse amplitude on the temperature is shown in Fig. 4.11.
The t of the expeted amplitude behaviour proportional to the γ fator (4.5),
where an overall saling fator and a temperature oset are left as free parameters,
yields a zero rossing of the signal at (3.85 ± 0.06stat. ± 0.1syst.)◦C, whih is in
exellent agreement with preditions based on the thermoaousti model.
Sine we have shown the validity of the thermoaousti model, and that it is
possible to simulate pressure pulses for a given energy deposition, we will ontinue
in the next hapter with the investigation of aousti pulses produed by neutrino
indued partile asades.
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Figure 4.11: Amplitude of the laser indued signal at x = 10 m and z = 12 m as
a funtion of the water temperature. The amplitude is normalised to unity at 15
◦
C.
The blue urve shows the γ fator from Fig. 4.1 tted with an overall saling fator
and a temperature oset. The t yields a zero rossing of the signal at 3.85
◦
C.
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After we have shown the validity of the thermoaousti model in the previous
hapter and have established methods to alulate pressure signals produed by
harged partiles propagating through water, we will now disuss the prodution
of aousti signals by ultra high energy neutrinos. First we will review the prop-
agation of the neutrinos to, and their interation in the detetor. Then we will
investigate aousti signals produed by ultra high energy hadroni and leptoni
asades indued by the neutrino.
5.1 Propagation and interation of ultra high
energy neutrinos
In the introdution to this work we stated that neutrinos are the ideal messen-
gers from osmologial soures sine, as only weakly interating partiles, they
arrive at the Earth unperturbed. Further we pointed out that Water-erenkov
neutrino telesopes are built to look downwards to use the Earth as a shielding for
everything exept neutrinos. These statements remain only partially valid when
looking at neutrinos at highest energies. It is still true that these neutrinos an
travel unperturbed through the void of the universe, but, sine their ross setion
for interations with nuleons inreases with energy, already the Earth onstitutes
enough matter to ompletely shield neutrinos.
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In this work we use the neutrino nuleon total ross setion from [48℄:
σtot = 1.2 · 10−32 cm2
(
Eν
109GeV
)0.4
(5.1)
Equation 5.1 is valid for Eν & 10
4
GeV, where Eν is the energy of the inident
neutrino in the rest frame of the nuleon. It is derived by extrapolating measured
ross setions to higher energies under the assumption that the quark density in
the nuleon follows a negative power law when going to smaller values of Bjorken
x1. Further, (5.1) neglets the Glashow resonane at 6.7 · 106GeV, whih desribes
the resonant prodution of W− gauge bosons by eletron anti-neutrinos interating
with eletrons in the Earth. This resonane is narrow (width Γ ≈ 2.5 · 105GeV)
and, as will be disussed later, at an energy well below the energies relevant for this
work. Thus its neglet is well aeptable.
Using this ross setion we an now alulate the mean free path L of neutrinos
traversing the Earth,
L =
mn
ρ σtot
(5.2)
where mn is the mass of the nuleon and ρ = 5.52 g/cm
3
is the mean density of
the Earth. Figure 5.1 shows L in Earth radii RE as a funtion of the neutrino
energy. The energies where L is one Earth radius and where L is one tenth of
the Earth radius, and thus the energy range where the Earth beomes opaque to
neutrinos, are indiated. Sine we want to design a detetor for neutrinos with
energies Eν & 10
9
GeV we will onsider only neutrinos oming from above the
horizon, i.e. with zenith angles θ < 90◦.
On the other hand, if we onsider an underwater neutrino telesope we have
to ensure that the neutrinos an propagate freely through the water overburden
down to the detetor. Table 5.1 gives the mean free path of the neutrino in water
(ρ = 1.0 g/cm3) and the zenith angle θmax for whih the neutrino path length is
equal to the mean free path under the assumption that the oean is at and that
the detetor is at a depth of 2 km, a typial depth for existing neutrino telesopes.
Based on the presented data we will assume throughout this work for a rst
simulation of an aousti neutrino telesope, that all neutrinos with θ < 90◦ an
propagate freely down to the detetor, and that all neutrinos from below the horizon
are absorbed inside the Earth
2
.
1
The Bjorken x variable gives the momentum fration of the quark in the nuleon. At higher
energies the neutrino sees quarks with lower momentum, i.e. if the quark density is a negative
power law funtion of x, it sees more quarks it an interat with, and the ross setion rises
aordingly.
2
For an exat treatment of the neutrino propagation through the Earth one will espeially have
to take are of the tau neutrino sine, in ontrast to the muon whih is stopped in the Earth,
the tau lepton deays rapidly produing another high energy tau neutrino.
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Figure 5.1: Mean free path length for neutrinos traversing the Earth in Earth radii.
Indiated are the energies where the mean free path is one and one tenth of the Earth's
radius.
After the neutrino has reahed the detetor we need to study the neutrino inter-
ation with a nuleon in the water. In this weak interation an outgoing harged
lepton (harged urrent interation, CC) or an outgoing neutrino (neutral urrent
interation, NC) and a hadroni jet are produed. Here, as will beome lear when
we disuss the aousti signals from hadroni and eletromagneti asades in the
following setions, it is espeially interesting whih fration of the energy is trans-
ferred into these two hannels.
We investigated this question by using the ANIS (All Neutrino Interation Sim-
ulation) [49℄ simulation program. ANIS is an Open Soure
3
ode written in C++
to simulate the propagation of ultra high energy neutrinos through the Earth to
the detetor and alulate the rst interation vertex in the detetor. It an handle
neutrino energies ranging from 10GeV to 10
12
GeV.
For our study we only investigated the kinemati parameter y whih desribes
the energy transfer from the neutrino to the hadroni system:
y = 1− Eℓ
Eν
(5.3)
3
http://www.ifh.de/nuastro/anis/anis.html
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Table 5.1: Mean free path length L of neutrinos in water and zenith angle θmax for
whih the neutrino path length is equal to L assuming a at oean and a detetor
depth of 2 km.
Eν L θmax
(GeV) (km)
109 1390 89.9◦
1010 553 89.8◦
1011 220 89.5◦
1012 88 88.7◦
1013 35 86.7◦
1014 14 81.7◦
where Eℓ is the energy of the outgoing lepton in the rest frame of the nuleon. We
studied the distribution of y as a funtion of the energy Eν of the inident neutrino,
and found that the distribution is energy independent. It is shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the kinemati variable y whih is the fration of energy
transferred in a neutrino nuleon interation from the neutrino to the hadroni system
in the rest frame of the nuleon. (a) shows the probability density funtion for log y;
(b) shows that this funtion is independent of the energy of the inident neutrino.
The energy independene an be seen in Fig. 5.2(b), and the resulting probability
density funtion for log y is shown in Fig. 5.2(a). The median of this distribution
is -1.1, i.e. in half of the neutrino interations less then 10−1.1 = 8% of the energy
of the inident neutrino is transferred to the hadroni system.
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5.2 Hadroni asades
An ultra high energy hadroni jet produed in a neutrino interation deposits its
energy in a medium through subsequent strong interations with the nulei in the
medium. Suh hadroni asades an be simulated with Monte Carlo pakages. For
example, GEANT4 an alulate hadroni asades in water for primary energies
up to 105GeV.
The main problem in extrapolating shower simulations to higher energies is posed
by the fat, that the development of partile asades is governed by interations
with small transversal momentum pT . But dierential ross setions at small sat-
tering angles, and thus small pT , are not very well known sine they are diult
to measure. Common partile detetors at aelerator experiments are designed
ylindrially around the beam line to measure at high pT . Their aeptane for
small angles is naturally limited by the aperture of the beam line in the forward
and bakward diretions. There are eorts
4
to measure these low pT ross setions
at the LHC with Roman Pots: additional detetors far behind the interation
point and very near to the beam line.
Due to this, we restrit ourselves to the simulation of showers with energies up to
10
5
GeV, and extrapolate the deposited energy density to higher primary energies.
The prole of a typial hadroni asade in water indued by a 10
5
GeV π+ meson
is shown in Figs. 5.3(a) and (b). The energy of the inident pion is deposited
in a ylindrial volume with a length of about 5m FWHM, and a diameter of
approximately 2 m FWHM. Systemati studies over two deades of energy from
10
3
GeV to 10
5
GeV, where GEANT4 delivers valid results, show that the funtional
form of the energy density is independent of the primary energy within about fteen
perent (f. Figs. 5.3(b) and ()). With inreasing energy, the maximum of the
longitudinal shower prole is at higher z values (deeper inside the medium). The
shower length
5
and the shower width slightly derease with energy.
In this work we will assume, that for all energies the shape, i.e. the funtional
form, of the energy deposition density is given by Figs. 5.3(a) and (b), and that
the magnitude of the histograms presented sales linearly with the energy of the
hadroni system.
Using this energy deposition density we are now in a position to alulate aousti
pulses emitted from hadroni asades. Sine we look at asades with ultra high
energies, these asades develop with the speed of light in vauum and we an
assume the energy deposition to be instantaneous and use (4.4) to determine the
aousti signal. A typial aousti signal is shown in Fig. 5.4.
4
see e.g. http://totem.web.ern.h/Totem/
5
The shower length is dened as the interval of the longitudinal projetion of the energy density
where 90% of the energy are deposited. It is alulated as the dierene of the longitudinal
oordinates below whih 5% and 95% of the total energy are deposited respetively.
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Figure 5.3: Energy density deposited by pi+ mesons in water. (a) projetion onto a
plane ontaining the diretion of the inident pion; the olour sale gives the energy
density in GeV / m
2
. (b) and () omparison of the energy density deposited by a
10
5
GeV and a 10
3
GeV pi+ respetively.
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Figure 5.4: Bipolar aousti signal produed by a 105GeV pi+ meson in water
alulated in a distane of 400m from the shower entre perpendiular to the shower
axis. The asade was produed at time t = −266.5ms, whih orresponds to a sound
travel path of 400m.
It is alulated at a position 400m away from the asade entre perpendiular
to its axis, the diretion where the amplitude is expeted to be highest. The rather
oarse time resolution of the signal is aused by the bin width with whih the
energy deposition density of the asade was reorded  a histogram with 250 ×
250 × 250 bins, whih is already at the upper limit of what an be stored on
ommon omputers. However, we have onrmed that the maximum amplitude
of the signal, whih is the parameter important for the simulations of an aousti
neutrino telesope as presented in Chap. 7, is stable with respet to variations of
the number of bins.
In the simulations resulting in Fig. 5.4 no absorption of the signal during the
propagation through the water is inluded, yet. The properties of the signal, in-
luding the attenuation of sound in water will be disussed in detail in Chap. 6.
5.3 Eletromagneti asades and the LPM eet
Eletromagneti asades originate from high energy photons or eletrons and de-
velop in matter, above approximately 100MeV, mainly through bremsstrahlung and
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pair prodution. They solely onsist of photons, eletrons, and positrons, and thus
show less variations than hadroni asades. Further, their transversal extension
is smaller than for hadroni showers, so that at a omparable shower length the
energy density in an eletromagneti asade is higher than in a hadroni asade,
and the aousti signal produed has a higher amplitude.
Unfortunately, this is not true for eletromagneti showers at highest energies.
It was rst noted by Landau, Pomeranhuk [50, 51℄, and Migdal [52℄, that above
some threshold energy the ross setions for bremsstrahlung and pair prodution
would derease rapidly with energy (LPM eet), whih leads to strong elongation
of the asade, and a derease of the energy density, and thus of the amplitude of
the aousti pulse.
Usually the ross setions for bremsstrahlung and pair prodution are alulated
by assuming momentum transfer to a single sattering entre (i.e. nuleus in the
medium). At ultra high energies, there arise destrutive quantum mehanial in-
terferenes between amplitudes from dierent sattering entres [53℄, whih redue
the ross setions. For the ase of bremsstrahlung one an piture the photon as
being emitted over a ertain interation length, whih is set by the temporal length
of the wave train and the path length the eletron propagates during this time.
If this interation length beomes omparable to the inter-atom distane in the
medium, sreening eets and multiple sattering during the interation start to
play a signiant role.
Detailed alulations in the framework of QED (e.g. [52℄) result in the ross
setions presented in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. Dierential ross setions for various eletron
and photon energies are shown, normalised to eliminate the material properties.
The parameters and their values for water are as follows: Radiation length X0 =
36 g/cm2, atomi mass A = 18 g/mol, and Avogadro's number NA, resulting in the
following saling fator for the ross setion:
A
X0NA
= 8.3 · 10−25 cm2
Obviously, the total ross setions derease with an inreasing energy of the
inident partile or photon.
Simulations of eletromagneti asades using the LPM ross setions yield the
following results [54℄:
• The shower length inreases dramatially (between one and two orders of
magnitude). Thus, assuming a onstant shower width, the energy deposition
region is inreased, and the energy deposition density in the medium is re-
dued by the same fator. The resulting thermoaousti signals, whih sale
linearly with the energy density, are strongly suppressed ompared to signals
from hadroni asades with the same total energy. Simulations of aous-
ti signals from a 1011GeV hadroni asade and a 1011GeV eletromagneti
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Figure 5.5: Normalised ross setion for bremsstrahlung for dierent eletron en-
ergies E. The energy of the emitted photon is denoted by k. The derease of the
total ross setion, whih is given by the area under the orresponding urves, with
inreasing energy is learly visible (from [53℄).
LPM asade have shown, that the amplitude of the aousti signal from the
hadroni asade has ve times the amplitude of the pulse produed by the
eletromagneti asade [37℄.
• LPM asades show large variations, sine they develop sub-showers at various
distanes along the asades when partiles from the main shower drop below
the LPM threshold energy. Thus a parameterisation of LPM asades is
impossible, and a simulation on an event-by-event basis is neessary.
In summary, we get the following onditions for the simulation of aousti signals
in an aousti neutrino telesope: Even if generally eletromagneti asades are
easier to treat numerially sine they are dominated by two types of interations
only, bremsstrahlung and pair prodution, this is not longer true at highest ener-
gies due to the LPM eet. There are simulation odes to assess the longitudinal
prole of LPM showers
6
also in water, but no fully 3-D simulation is known to the
author. But this full 3-D energy prole is required to srutinise the aousti signal
produed by suh a asade sine the signal is very sensitive to the transversal en-
ergy prole. Although we have shown in Se. 5.1 that on average about 80% of the
6
These simulation odes are mostly developed by EAS experiments like Pierre Auger looking at
the uoresene light from air showers. The output of uoresene light an ompletely be
determined from the longitudinal prole, sine, due to the muh shorter wavelengths involved,
there is no interferene expeted from ontributions in the transversal shower extension.
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Figure 5.6: Normalised ross setion for pair prodution for dierent photon energies
k. The energy of the emitted eletron (or positron) is denoted by E. The derease of
the total ross setion with energy is again learly visible (from [53℄).
neutrino energy is transferred into the eletromagneti asade, estimations of the
aousti signals [37℄ predit that, for equal energies, the pressure amplitude from
the eletromagneti asade is only about 20% of the amplitude of the hadroni
asade. Thus, we expet for ultra high energy neutrino interations on average
pressure amplitudes of the same order of magnitude from the eletromagneti and
the hadroni asade.
Sine in the ase of ultra high energies, hadroni asades are expeted to show
less variations than eletromagneti LPM showers, we deided to ompletely neglet
eletromagneti asades in our study, and only utilise the aousti signals emitted
from the hadroni shower. So all limits derived for the diuse neutrino ux are
solid upper limits and should be improved by the inlusion of the eletromagneti
asades into the study.
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In this hapter we disuss the propagation of the aousti signal from the asade
to the sensors and develop a parameterisation of the signal amplitude for any sensor
position. Possibilities to extrat the signal out of the bakground noise are disussed
and sensitivity estimates for single sensors are presented.
6.1 Attenuation in fresh water and sea water
The main ause for the degradation of the aousti signal between the plae of
prodution at the hadroni asade and a sensor is attenuation. There are two
types of attenuation whih have to be taken into aount.
The rst type is due to dispersion of the signal during propagation and has
already been disussed for the proton beam experiment (f. Fig. 4.8) where we have
shown that in the near eld  ompared to the extension of the asade produing
the signal  the pressure eld has a dis-like shape around the shower axis, and
the pressure amplitude thus dereases like 1/
√
r when r is the distane from the
asade. In the far eld the asade an be assumed as a point soure, and the
signal amplitude drops like 1/r.
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The seond type of attenuation, whih has to be aounted for, is the absorption
in the water, whih is strongly frequeny dependent and very dierent for fresh
water and sea water. Figure 6.1 shows the absorption length for both media as a
funtion of frequeny. The absorption length is dened as the distane after whih
the energy in the aousti wave has dereased by a fator 1/e, i.e. the pressure
amplitude has dropped by a fator 1/
√
e.
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Figure 6.1: Soni absorption length in sea water and fresh water as a funtion of
frequeny (data from [55℄).
In fresh water the absorption is due to the visosity of the water, whih means
that energy is transferred from the soni wave into the water when the water
moleules are displaed against eah other under the inhomogeneously hanging
pressure. Let µ = 0.01P be the visosity of the water1. Then the absorption length
L is given by [55℄:
L =
10
ln 10
3ρc3
16π2µ
1
f 2
(6.1)
where ρ is the density of the water, c is the speed of sound, and f is the frequeny
of the aousti signal.
1
The SI unit for visosity is the Poise, named after J.L. Poiseuille (1799 - 1869): 1 P = 1Ns/m2.
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For frequenies above 1MHz the absorption in fresh water and sea water are
nearly the same. Below 1MHz the absorption in sea water inreases rapidly due
to ioni relaxation proesses. The derease of the absorption length between about
5 kHz and 1MHz, the range important for aousti partile detetion, is aused by
MgSO4 dissolved in the sea water (see [56℄ for a review of sound absorption due to
ioni relaxation).
In the unperturbed sea there is an equilibrium between the moleular and the
ioni system:
MgSO4 ⇄ Mg
2+ + SO2−4
The equilibrium onentration of the omponents is pressure dependent, and a
perturbation of the equilibrium state through the pressure of the aousti wave
leads to a dissoiation of MgSO4 moleules. The energy for this deomposition is
deprived from the soni wave. This energy is released only after some relaxation
time τ mainly as thermal energy, thus degrading the aousti signal. Although
MgSO4 amounts to only 4.7% of the weight of all salts dissolved in the sea [55℄,
this eet auses the absorption length to derease by a fator of 30 ompared to
fresh water in the frequeny range onsidered.
Below 5 kHz, a frequeny range of minor importane for aousti neutrino de-
tetion, the soni absorption length drops by about another fator of 10. This is
aused by an ioni relaxation proess involving bori aid
B(OH)3 +H2O⇄ B(OH)
−
4 +H
+
whih is very ompliated sine the equilibrium state strongly depends on the pH
and on other ions dissolved in the water [55℄.
At a frequeny of about 20 kHz, whih is the entral frequeny of the bipolar pres-
sure pulse expeted from a neutrino indued partile shower, the soni absorption
length in sea water is 1 km. This is about a fator of 15 larger than the absorption
length of erenkov light whih is around 60m in both sea water [57℄ and ie [58℄.
This distane governs the spaing between the photomultiplier tubes in todays wa-
ter erenkov neutrino telesopes (f. Se. 3.1). Thus, the inter-sensor spaing in
an aousti neutrino telesope ould be larger by a fator of 10 than in an optial
neutrino telesope, whih allows to instrument muh larger target masses with the
same number of sensors.
We will use the presented attenuation of sound in water in Se. 6.4 to develop a
parameterisation of neutrino indued aousti pulses for any sensor position, whih
is a prerequisite for the implementation of a simulation of an aousti neutrino
telesope.
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6.2 Refration and Reetion
Two other mehanisms leading to a degradation of an aousti pulse propagating
through the sea are refration and reetion of the signal on the sea surfae and
bottom.
The refration of the signal is aused by the fat, that the speed of sound in the
sea is not onstant, but varies slightly with depth. The sound veloity is a funtion
of temperature and pressure. A typial deep sea sound veloity prole is shown in
Fig. 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Typial deep sea sound veloity prole (http://www.punaridge.org/).
In the rst few ten metres beneath the surfae the sound veloity undergoes
strong seasonal variations due to the varying water temperature. Below this, down
to about 1000m, the speed of sound dereases with the water temperature. Further
below the temperature remains fairly onstant and the sound veloity starts to
inrease again, following the water pressure linearly.
We will now show that a wave in a medium, in whih its veloity hanges linearly
in one diretion, propagates on a irular path [55℄. We will use the geometry and
the symbols dened in Fig. 6.3.
The sound veloity is supposed to inrease linearly from top to bottom with some
rate k so that ci = c0−kdi (k > 0), where c0 is the speed of sound at some referene
depth where the soni ray would be perpendiular to the veloity gradient (f.
Fig. 6.3). Let us onsider a soni ray at an arbitrary point P1 with an angle of
inidene φ1 whih propagates to P2 where its inident angle is φ2. Then we know
from the law of refration that ni sin φi = ni cos θi = const., where the index of
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Figure 6.3: Refration in a medium with a linear veloity gradient.
refration ni is proportional to the inverse of the wave veloity ci:
1
c0
=
cos θ1
c1
=
cos θ2
c2
Here, we have used our prerequisite that in the depth where θ = 0 the speed of
sound is c0. Thus, from the law of refration follows:
c1 − c2 = c0 cos θ1 − c0 cos θ2 (6.2)
From the denition of the gradient in the sound veloity we get:
c1 − c2 = −k(d1 − d2) (6.3)
Combining (6.2) and (6.3) we get the following equation, where we have made no
assumptions in the shape of the soni ray, yet:
d1 − d2 = −c0
k
cos θ1 +
c0
k
cos θ2 (6.4)
If we now only onsider the geometry as it is skethed in Fig. 6.3(b), whih
assumes a irular trajetory, we get:
R− di = R cos θi
or
d1 − d2 = −R cos θ1 +R cos θ2 (6.5)
Sine we have not made any assumptions about the points P1 and P2 we an
dedue from omparing (6.4) and (6.5), where the rst equation was derived only
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from basi physis without making any assumptions on the trajetory, and the
seond equation was dedued from the geometry only, that all points a ray passes
in a linear veloity gradient lie on a irle with radius R = c0/k. For example for
the Mediterranean Sea the veloity gradient k = 16.5ms−1/km [59℄, and thus the
radius of the soni rays is R = 91 km.
This has a great impat on the design of an aousti neutrino telesope. Let us
assume a water depth of 2500m, whih is a typial value for the Mediterranean
Sea, and a neutrino telesope built on the sea bed with an instrumented volume
reahing 1 km above the sea oor. We dene ∆x as the horizontal distane a soni
ray, whih is emitted horizontally near the bottom of the sea, has to travel to gain
the vertial distane ∆y:
∆x =
√
R2 − (R−∆y)2 (6.6)
Figure 6.4 shows that after a distane of 13.5 km a ray emitted horizontally at the
sea oor will no longer pass a detetor of 1 km height. Further it an be seen, that
for distanes greater than 2 · 13.5 km there pratially do not exist any rays whih
will pass the detetor. All rays emitted inside the volume indiated in red will
be bent above the detetor. This introdues a natural uto to the water volume
observable with a single sensor
2
.
DetectorSonic rays
13.5km 13.5km
Bottom
Surface
Figure 6.4: Geometrially aessible detetion volume. The inaessible volume is
indiated in red.
For the simulation of an aousti neutrino telesope, whih we will present in
Chap. 7, we will assume that the sound propagates on straight lines, sine devel-
oping a dediated ray-traing algorithm
3
is not part of this work. We introdue
the eets of refration into the simulation by assuming, that no aousti signal
from neutrino interations taking plae more than 27 km (2 · 13.5 km) away from
2
Not taking this eet into aount would allow to detet pressure pulses produed by highest en-
ergy neutrinos (Eν & 10
14
GeV) from distanes even greater than 500 km, i.e. from pratially
everywhere in the Mediterranean Sea.
3
Detailed treatment of the sound propagation requires ray traing, sine the ompliated sound
veloity prole in the upper water layers leads to deviations from the irular path. Espeially
the minimum of the sound veloity below the surfae leads to hannelling of aousti waves
whih is ompletely negleted in this work.
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the instrumented volume an reah the detetor. Further, we neglet any signals
that are reeted at the sea surfae or bottom. There is no information whether
a neutrino indued bipolar aousti pulse, whih will be degraded when reeted
at those uneven surfaes, an still be extrated from the bakground noise. By as-
suming straight line propagation, signals rossing the sea surfae or bottom simply
do not further ontribute to the simulation. The inuene of reetion on short
aousti pulses on rough surfaes will have to be investigated in a separate study.
By using straight line propagation, the zenith distribution of the signals reahing
the detetor is slightly hanged towards vertially downward going neutrinos. In the
straight line ase mostly aousti signals produed by vertial asades will reah
the detetor, whereas in the ase of refrated trajetories those signals will be bent
above the detetor. This is balaned by a ontribution of inlined asades, whose
signals are absorbed at the bottom when assuming straight line propagation, and
whih will otherwise be refrated over the seabed and bak into the detetor. In
this work we assume that for an isotropi neutrino ux from the upper hemisphere
the total number of signals reahing the detetor is equal for both ases.
6.3 Bakground noise and signal extration
We will now disuss the aousti bakground noise whih is always present in the
sea, and out of whih a neutrino indued bipolar pressure pulse has to be extrated
in an aousti neutrino telesope.
6.3.1 Properties of the bakground noise
Aousti noise in the sea has been studied extensively in the 20th entury (f. [60℄
for a review), mostly during World War II for the development and traking down
of submarines. The noise an be divided into three frequeny bands:
• below 200Hz. This frequeny range, whih is unimportant with respet
to aousti partile detetion, is dominated by shipping and similar anthro-
pogeni noise, and thus shows a high variability.
• 200Hz to 50 kHz. In this frequeny band neutrino indued aousti signals
are expeted. The noise in this band strongly depends on the wind speed at
the sea surfae, even for deep sea measurements. The main soures of noise
are wind turbulene on the rough sea surfae, the motion of the sea surfae,
interations of surfae waves travelling in dierent diretions, and spray and
avitation, i.e. air bubbles trapped in the water near the surfae [60℄.
• above 50 kHz. Here, the noise spetrum is dominated by thermal noise. It
is aused by the thermal motion of the water moleules whih ollide with
the sensor.
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Typial deep sea aousti noise spetra measured with the AUTEC hydrophone
array [37℄ near the Bahamas at dierent wind speeds are shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Aousti noise power density in the sea for dierent wind speeds [37℄
(1 kt = 1.852 km/h). Imposed is the spetrum of the aousti signal produed by
a hadroni asade at a distane of 1000m perpendiular to the shower axis. The
absolute amplitude of the signal spetrum depends on the asade energy.
The wind noise has a maximum at around 300Hz, and dereases for higher fre-
quenies until the thermal noise, whih inreases linearly with frequeny, starts to
dominate the spetrum. This leads to a minimum in the noise spetrum between
30 kHz and 200 kHz, depending on the wind speed. Also shown is the shape of
the frequeny spetrum of a neutrino indued bipolar pressure pulse. The absolute
amplitude of this spetrum depends, of ourse, on the energy of the partile asade
and its distane to the sensor. It is noteworthy, that the maximum of the signal
spetrum at about 20 kHz falls into the dereasing part of the noise spetrum, and
even lose to its minimum for low wind speeds. This leads to an improved signal-
to-noise ratio in an appropriate frequeny band around 20 kHz, and thus inreases
the detetability of neutrino indued pressure pulses.
Table 6.1 gives the RMS values of the noise alulated from the presented spetra
in dierent frequeny bands, and also, as a rough guide, the umulative probability
w to nd the indiated weather onditions.
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Table 6.1: RMS of aousti noise in the sea in mPa for dierent wind speeds and fre-
queny bands (1 kt = 1.852 km/h). The probability w to have the indiated or better
onditions is taken from [37℄, and is valid for the AUTEC site near the Bahamas.
0  500 kHz 0  100 kHz 3  100 kHz w
1 kt 36.0 7.9 4.5 0.01
5 kt 42.0 23.1 9.9 0.2
13 kt 90.3 83.2 41.4 0.6
30 kt 188.0 184.0 82.0 1
These values now allow us to develop a single sensor trigger for bipolar pulses, and
to estimate the sensitivity of a single sensor system to neutrino indued pressure
pulses.
6.3.2 Filtering in the time domain
The most simple trigger algorithm is to use a threshold trigger. The pressure
signal in the sensor is monitored, and when the pressure rises above some threshold
pressure pth the time and the maximum amplitude of the signal are reorded.
The distribution of wind speeds, and thus the temporal variation of the noise is
known (e.g. [37℄). It an be alulated, that, if one uses single hydrophones and
an appropriate bandpass lter to eliminate the noise in the frequeny bands where
no signal ontribution is expeted, a threshold pth = 35mPa has to be used if one
allows for one event triggered only from bakground in 10 years with a ve fold
oinidene [61℄.
Sine espeially the thermal noise is expeted to have a very short orrelation
length
4
it will be possible to further inrease the signal-to-noise ratio, and orre-
spondingly derease the threshold pressure pth by using sensor lusters where the
signals from the single sensors are summed up oherently. For ompletely unorre-
lated noise the signal-to-noise ratio in a sensor luster of N sensors is expeted to
inrease by
√
N .
For the simulation study presented in this work we will use suh a threshold
trigger, and assume that, with appropriate tehniques, the detetion threshold for
neutrino indued bipolar aousti pulses an be lowered down to pth = 5mPa. The
dependene of the detetor sensitivity on pth will be disussed in Se. 7.4.
More sophistiated ltering tehniques like the usage of orrelation funtions
between the measured data stream and the expeted bipolar signal shape are under
4
The Erlangen ANTARES group will equip two setors of the ANTARES detetor with aousti
sensors to study the properties of the noise at the ANTARES site in the Mediterranean Sea,
espeially the orrelation lengths at dierent frequenies, in-situ. The arrangement of the
sensors will allow to measure orrelations over two orders of magnitude in length, from 1m to
100m.
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study in Erlangen.
6.3.3 Filtering in the frequeny domain
A ommon method is to analyse time slies with a length, whih is a few times
the length of the expeted signal. Calulating the total energy in a frequeny band
between for example 3 kHz and 100 kHz where the signal is expeted to dominate
over the noise will allow to distinguish between time slies that ontain a signal
and those that ontain no signal. The advantage of this method is, that neither the
exat position of the signal in the time slie has to be known to identify it, nor the
exat shape of the signal, sine the energy an be distributed over the onsidered
frequeny band. If a time slie is identied to ontain a signal, more sophistiated
algorithms with higher CPU time requirements an be used to determine the exat
time and amplitude of the signal.
In the following we will restrit ourselves to detetors where the problem of signal
extration out of the noise is already solved. We dene the aousti module (AM)
to be the basi element of our aousti neutrino telesope:
An aousti module (AM) is a devie that an unambiguously trigger
on bipolar aousti pulses, as they are for example produed by neutrino
indued partile asades, whih have a maximum pressure amplitude
greater then some threshold pressure pth, and an measure and transmit
to shore their arrival time and amplitude.
An aousti module will most probably be some loal array of aousti sensors
like hydrophones or naked piezo eramis mounted into a pressure tight vessel [62℄
ombined with a dediated ltering algorithm for bipolar pulses.
6.4 Parameterisation of the aousti signal
In this setion we will develop a parameterisation of the maximum amplitude of
neutrino indued bipolar pressure pulses as a funtion of the sensor position, whih
is a prerequisite for the simulation of an aousti neutrino telesope presented in
Chap. 7. We utilise the fat, that the pressure eld is rotationally symmetri
around the axis of the asade. Thus, the pressure eld an be desribed by the
two oordinates distane r from the entre of the shower to the aousti module
and the angle ϑ between the shower axis and the vetor pointing to the AM. The
oordinate system used is shown in Fig. 6.6.
We have simulated aousti pressure pulses produed by a 10
5
GeV hadroni
asade for various sensor positions using the methods desribed in Ses. 4.2.1 and
5.2.
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Figure 6.6: Coordinate system used for the parameterisation of the pressure eld.
The relevant oordinates are the distane from the shower entre and the angle to its
axis. The system is rotationally symmetri around the asade axis.
Attenuation of the signal due to the geometri spread is inluded in a natural
way in the wave equation (4.1) from whih the signals are alulated. Absorption
of the signal is introdued into the simulation by rst alulating the signal at the
sensor position without absorption, and then using a Disrete Fourier Transform to
determine its frequeny omponents. Eah frequeny f is then attenuated by the
frequeny dependent absorption length presented in Fig. 6.1. The signal is then
transformed bak into the time domain.
For every signal the peak pressure amplitude pmax and the orresponding arrival
time tmax were determined. To minimise the inuene of binning eets of the
energy deposition density by the hadroni asade and of numerial errors of the
integration of this density, all signals were alulated at 20 positions with onstant
r and ϑ, distributed at equal distanes around the asade axis. For the parame-
terisation the average values from these 20 signals were used.
We disovered that the most simple
5
parameterisation an be ahieved by alu-
lating pmax and tmax as a funtion of r at a xed angle ϑ, and repeat this proedure
for dierent ϑ. Figure 6.7 shows a ompilation of the results obtained. The error
bars indiate the RMS of the 20 values alulated at positions around the shower
axis.
As is expeted for a dis-shaped signal propagation, the signal is highest per-
pendiular to the shower axis (ϑ = 90◦) and dereases rapidly in other diretions.
Further it an be seen, that the distane dependene an roughly be divided into
three setions: A near eld region r < 15m (I) where the signal behaviour strongly
depends on the soure distribution, and thus on the diretion where the measure-
ment is performed, an intermediate transition region 15m < r < 100m (II), and a
far eld region r > 100m (III) where the amplitude dereases like 1/r as expeted
5
Here, simple is meant in the sense that a simple funtional form an be found and tted to the
derived values.
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Figure 6.7: Dependene of the signal amplitude on the distane from the shower
entre. The values are alulated for the 105GeV hadroni asade shown in Fig. 5.3.
The dierent sets of data points are for dierent angles relative to the shower axis.
from a point soure. Eah of these setions shows a nearly linear behaviour in the
double logarithmi plot. We use this to introdue the following parameterisation
of the signal amplitude:
pmax(r, ϑ) = p0,i(ϑ)
( r
1m
)ai(ϑ)
i ∈ {I, II, III} (6.7)
We obtain the parameters p0,i(ϑ) and ai(ϑ) from linear ts in the double logarith-
mi plot for the three regions disussed. The t results are presented in Fig. 6.8.
In the far eld (region III, blue symbols), where the energy distribution an
be assumed as point-like, the amplitude drops like 1/r (a = −1) for nearly all
angles, whereas the saling fator p0 dereases strongly in the forward and bakward
diretions where only very small signals are expeted for a line-like soure. In a
narrow window around ϑ = 90◦ the signal drops more steeply, but p0 is at least
three orders of magnitude higher ompared to other diretions. Thus the main
signal ontribution propagates perpendiular to the shower axis, but the steeper
derease around ϑ = 90◦ leads to a widening of the soni dis for large distanes.
It is noteworthy, that for intermediate distanes (region II, magenta symbols)
the amplitude drops like 1/r expet for the narrow window around ϑ = 90◦ where
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Figure 6.8: Parameter set to desribe the pressure eld. The values are obtained
from ts pmax(r) = p0 (r/1m)
a
at xed angle to the data shown in extrats in Fig. 6.7.
it dereases like 1/
√
r (a = −1/2) as expeted for a line soure. This leads to the
very pronouned dis-shape of the soni eld.
In the forward and bakward diretions we expet no signal from the dis-shape
model. In the near eld (region I, red symbols) we get high p0 in the forward
diretion, but the signal dereases like r−7 whih leads to a strong suppression of
the signal. In the bakward diretion the signal dereases only like 1/r, but p0 is
suppressed by at least three orders of magnitude ompared to all other diretions,
so that also in the bakward diretion no signiant signal ontribution is expeted.
Despite of apparent utuations in the t parameters, the variation with the
angle ϑ is smooth around ϑ = 90◦ where the signal is highest, whih leads to
reliable preditions of the signal amplitude.
We an now alulate pmax for every sensor position from these 312 parameters
6
stored in a lookup-table. For a given AM position we determine the distane r to
the shower entre whih sets the required region. Then, the angle ϑ is determined,
and the orresponding parameters p0 and a are alulated by linear interpolation in
the ϑ interval the required angle is inluded. In a last step the absolute amplitude
of the signal is alulated from the energy of the asade, sine we assume, as was
disussed in Se. 5.2, that the amplitude sales linearly with the asade energy.
The resulting pressure eld an be seen in Fig. 6.9.
The plot shows lines of onstant pressure produed by a hadroni asade entred
at the origin and developing in the positive z diretion. The lobes perpendiular
to the asade axis, whih form the harateristi dis-shape sine the plot is rota-
tionally symmetri around the z axis, are learly visible. Also the widening of the
6
52 angles times three regions times two parameters (p0 and a). The angular resolution of the
lookup-table varies between 5
◦
in the forward and bakward diretions and 0.5
◦
perpendiular
to the shower, where the main signal ontribution is expeted.
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Figure 6.9: Parameterisation of the pressure amplitude pmax produed by a hadroni
asade. The shower is entred at the origin and develops in positive z diretion. The
olour sale gives the pressure in mPa / 109GeV. The disontinuities at r = 15m and
r = 100m result from the parameterisation method desribed in the text.
dis in the far eld whih was disussed previously an be seen niely.
The seond parameter of importane is the arrival time tmax of the pressure peak
at the aousti module. It was alulated together with pmax for all distanes r
and angles ϑ, and it turns out that the spatial extension of the energy deposition
region is not important for the arrival times, whih have to be determined with a
preision of 10µs. The time an simply be alulated from:
tmax(r, ϑ) =
r
c
(6.8)
where c is the speed of sound in water.
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In this hapter, the knowledge of aousti pulses produed by ultra high energy
neutrinos gathered in the previous setions is used to study the properties of an
aousti neutrino telesope. First, the detetor simulation is presented, then a
reonstrution algorithm for the diretion and energy of the neutrino indued as-
ades is disussed. In the last setion the sensitivity of dierent detetor setups to
an diuse neutrino ux is derived.
7.1 Detetor simulation
Figure 7.1 shows a shemati view of the detetor simulation setup used for this
study.
The simulation onsists of a ylindrial an volume and a detetion volume in-
strumented with aousti modules (AMs, f. Se. 6.3). In the rst three setions of
this hapter an instrumented volume of 1× 1× 1 km3 is hosen. To avoid any bias
on the simulation from the onguration of the AMs inside the detetion volume,
we use 200 AMs distributed homogeneously, but randomly over the instrumented
volume. The inuene of the size of the instrumented volume and of the density of
the aousti modules on the sensitivity of the neutrino telesope will be disussed
in Se. 7.4.
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Figure 7.1: Shemati of the detetor simulation setup.
An isotropi ux of downward going ultra high energy neutrinos interating inside
the an volume is generated. The an has a height of 2500m whih is a typial
depth in the Mediterranean Sea, and, for the 1 km
3
size detetor, a radius of 27 km
sine we assume that no signal from neutrino interations farther away an reah
the detetor due to refration in the water (f. Se. 6.2). The detetion volume is
horizontally entred inside the an volume, 100m to 1100m above the sea oor.
Later, when larger instrumented volumes will be onsidered, only the area of the
instrumented volume will be inreased at a onstant height of 1 km, sine we know
from the water erenkov telesopes being built in the Mediterranean Sea that it is
diult from an engineering point of view to deploy strutures higher than about
1 km.
A omplete simulation ode was developed during this work in C++, whih
generates events in an aousti neutrino telesope from the following input:
• Detetor desription (A le ontaining the positions of the AMs; the AMs are
assumed to have isotropi sensitivity, so no orientation of the AMs needs to
be stored).
• Height and radius of the an volume, and position of the detetion volume
relative to the an volume.
• Number N of neutrino interations to be generated.
• Neutrino energy range [Emin, Emax].
• Detetion threshold pth of the individual AMs.
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• Amplitude resolution σp, time resolution σt, and position resolution for the
AMs σAM (see below).
• Trigger threshold Nt of the detetor (see below).
For eah of the N neutrino interations the following steps are performed during
the simulation:
1. The energy Eν of the neutrino is determined randomly in the predened
energy range [Emin, Emax] from an energy distribution whih is at in log Eν
(f. Fig. 7.2):
dN
d(logEν)
= const. ⇔ dN
dEν
∝ E−1ν
2. The position of the neutrino interation vertex is hosen randomly suh that
the interations are distributed homogeneously over the an volume.
3. The diretion of the hadroni asade, whih is assumed to oinide with the
diretion of the neutrino and thus is down-going (f. Se. 5.1), is determined
randomly to guarantee an isotropi ux of down-going neutrinos (i.e. at
distribution of the azimuth ϕ ∈ [0, 2π[, and at distribution of the osine of
the zenith cos θ ∈ [0, 1]).
4. The energy Ehad of the hadroni asade produed in the interation is drawn
randomly using Eν and the distribution of the kinemati energy variable y
shown in Fig. 5.2(a) whih desribes the energy transfer to the hadroni sys-
tem.
5. For all aousti modules in the detetor desription:
a) Eah of the three position oordinates of the AM is smeared out using a
Gaussian probability density funtion with a width given by the position
resolution σAM of the detetor. This aommodates the fat that for a
submarine struture extending over several ubi kilometres the position
of the individual omponents an only be xed with a preision of ap-
proximately σAM. We use σAM = 10 m for our simulation whih is the
value the ANTARES neutrino telesope will ahieve for the positioning
preision of its photomultiplier tubes.
b) For the new AM position the amplitude pmax and arrival time tmax of
the aousti signal are alulated aording to the parameterisation pre-
sented in the previous setion.
) The amplitude and arrival time are smeared by the amplitude resolution
σp and the time resolution σt of the aousti module. We use σp = 2mPa
and σt = 10µs whih orresponds to a sampling frequeny of 100 kHz in
the AM.
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d) If the smeared amplitude is larger than the detetion threshold pth of
the AM, amplitude and arrival time are stored together with the ID of
the aousti module as a hit.
6. If the number of hits is larger than or equal to the trigger threshold Nt of the
detetor the set of hits is written to dis as an event.
Figure 7.2 shows the energy spetra of the neutrinos (yellow), the hadroni as-
ades (red), and the triggered events (green) for the 1 km
3
detetor with 200 AMs,
and pth = 5mPa and Nt = 5 whih is the minimum number of hits to reonstrut
the position and absolute time of the neutrino interation vertex.
 (Energy / GeV)
10
log
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
-110
1
10
210
310
Figure 7.2: Simulated energy spetra of the 10
5
neutrinos injeted into the an
(yellow), the hadroni asades produed (red), and the events fullling the trigger
ondition (green).
We generated 10
5
neutrinos with energies between 10
8
GeV and 10
16
GeV. The
energy spetrum of the hadroni asades produed in the interations is shifted to
lower energies sine a signiant part of the energy is taken away by the lepton.
27% of all showers fullled the ondition to produe a pressure amplitude > 5mPa
in ≥ 5 AMs. It an be seen easily, that the lower energy threshold of an aousti
neutrino telesope will be around 10
9
GeV.
In the next setion we will present an algorithm to reonstrut the asade di-
retion and energy from a set of hits.
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7.2 Event reonstrution and seletion uts
A two step reonstrution algorithm to determine the asade diretion and energy
was developed for this thesis. In the rst step, the position ~r0 and absolute time
t0 of the interation vertex are estimated, in a seond step the diretion (θ, ϕ) and
the energy Ehad of the shower are tted.
For the determination of ~r0 and t0 we assume that the asade is an isotropi
point soure, and minimise the sum ∆t of the residuals of the arrival times. If Nh
is the number of hits in an event, ti is the arrival time measured at AM i, and ~ri is
the position of this aousti module, then
∆t(~r0, t0) =
Nh∑
i=1
(|~ri − ~r0|/c− (ti − t0))2
σ2t
(7.1)
where c is the sound veloity in water. The funtion ∆t(~r0, t0) is not a χ
2
funtion
as known from statistis beause the errors are systematially underestimated. To
ome to a real χ2 t one would also have to inlude the error introdued by the
positioning unertainty σAM into the measurement of the arrival times.
For the minimisation we use the C++ implementation of the Minuit
1
minimisa-
tion pakage that omes with the ROOT
2
data analysis framework. As a starting
point for the minimisation we initialise the variable ~r0 with the entre of gravity of
all AMs that have been hit and t0 with the time of the rst hit.
After the position of the vertex has been found we reonstrut the diretion
and energy of the asade by minimising the sum ∆p of the residuals between
the measured amplitudes pi and the amplitudes pexp expeted for a given set of
(θ, φ, Ehad) at the position ~r0 whih is now xed.
∆p(θ, φ, ln Ehad) = ln
(
ln
Nh∑
i=1
(pi − pexp(~ri, ~r0, θ, φ, Ehad))2
σ2p
)
(7.2)
The expeted amplitude pexp is alulated by using the parameterisation of the
pressure eld presented in Se. 6.4. Taking the logarithm of the sum twie is
neessary for numerial reasons, sine the values for pexp utuate by several orders
of magnitude depending whether the onsidered AM is inside or outside the soni
dis when varying the diretion, and thus the sum over the residuals beomes very
large. The minimisation is again arried out by using Minuit, whereby lnEhad is
used instead of Ehad as variable in the minimisation algorithm. The latter one
would produe too large numerial unertainties sine it an vary over at least ten
orders of magnitude.
1
http://wwwasdo.web.ern.h/wwwasdo/minuit/minmain.html
2
http://root.ern.h/
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We initialise the diretion variables to start the minimisation with the normal of
a plane through the three AMs that measured the highest amplitude and do not lie
on a straight line, sine they are expeted to lie inside the soni dis. The energy
variable is initialised by a simple energy estimator assuming a 1/
√
r derease of the
amplitude in all diretions from the xed position ~r0.
For 78% of all events whih have produed a hit with an amplitude > 5mPa in
at least 5 AMs (21% of all hadroni asades) the reonstrution algorithm nds
a minimum. The errors of the reonstruted values ompared to the Monte Carlo
truth are shown in Fig. 7.3.
The reonstrution of the position and the time (upper two rows in Fig. 7.3) are
very aurate. This is a prerequisite for the determination of the diretion and the
energy for whih this information is required. In the horizontal plane, where the
distane from the vertex to the detetor extends up to 27 km, the vertex position
an be reonstruted with an auray of 1.93m. In the vertial diretion, where
the distanes to the detetor are muh smaller  the an height is only 2.5 km  the
position an be xed muh more preisely, up to 37 m.
The diretion error is the angle between the true diretion of the hadroni asade
and the reonstruted diretion. Due to the panake-like shape of the pressure
eld, there is a 180
◦
ambiguity in the reonstruted diretion, i.e. if we look at the
signature of some hadroni asade in the detetor, a hadroni asade at the same
position, but developing in the exat opposite diretion, would produe the same
hit pattern in the detetor. Further, we do not expet any neutrinos from below
the horizon. So we dene the diretion error ∆α to be 180◦ −∆α for ∆α > 90◦.
There are events for whih the diretion is reonstruted very well, superimposed
by a nearly at distribution of events for whih the diretion reonstrution seems
to fail ompletely. The mean error in log(Ehad,reco/Ehad,true) is about -1, i.e. the
algorithm tends to systematially underestimate the energy of the hadroni system
by a fator of 10, whih an be orreted for afterwards. The width of the distribu-
tion is 0.96. That means, that the energy of the hadroni asade an on average
be determined up to a fator of 100.96 = 9.1. In addition, there is a peak at -3,
whih indiates that there are events for whih the energy is underestimated by a
fator of 1000.
Further analysis of the misreonstruted events revealed, that mostly events pro-
dued from asades with large zenith angles aount for the badly reonstruted
events, whih is not very surprising beause for an event with large θtrue produed
far from the detetor the ore of the soni dis will not transverse the detetor and
hits are only produed from the remainder of the pressure eld whih has only low
diretion harateristis. Figure 7.4 shows the errors in the diretion and energy
reonstrution as a funtion of the zenith angle of the asade produing the event.
Obviously, the diretion reonstrution beomes worse for the reasons disussed
above the more inlined the shower is. It is further visible, that for asades with
zenith angles larger than about 20◦, where only small parts of the ore of the soni
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Figure 7.3: Reonstrution errors for hadroni asades.
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Figure 7.4: Reonstrution errors as a funtion of the true zenith angle of the
asade.
dis are inside the detetor, the reonstrution algorithm starts to systematially
underestimate the asade energy. For very inlined showers (θtrue > 50
◦
) the
reonstrution algorithm starts to underestimate the energy by several orders of
magnitude. Close inspetion of those events reveals that they are produed by
asades with energies above approximately 1013GeV, where even the small pressure
pulses emitted in the forward and bakward diretions start to ontribute to the
measured hits.
The large unertainty in the diretion reonstrution poses no problem when only
a diuse neutrino ux is measured, whih is expeted for many of the osmologial
models presented in Chap. 2. They predit a large number of similar soures at
osmologial distanes, so that only a few neutrinos from eah individual soure
will be deteted. Then, the distribution of the inident neutrinos will be isotropi
and the diretion of individual neutrinos is not of partiular interest sine we do
not expet the disovery of any point soures of neutrinos. In this ase only the
energy resolution is of interest sine one usually wants to measure the neutrino ux
as a funtion of energy. Nevertheless, we investigated whether the resolution of an
aousti neutrino telesope an be improved by using seletion uts
3
. It turns out
that there are three quantities whih are suitable to ut on. Figure 7.5 shows in
the left olumn the diretion error and in the right olumn the error in the energy
reonstrution as a funtion of the nal value of the minimisation funtion ∆p, of
the reonstruted zenith angle θreco, and of the reonstruted azimuth ϕreco.
Badly reonstruted events have a tendeny to have large values of ∆p, whih is
related to the statistial χ2 of the diretion and energy t. A good ut value for
keeping well reonstruted events is ∆p < 1.7, where we tried to nd a ompromise
3
A seletion ut is a riteria to deide from quantities whih are measured or alulated from
measured quantities only, whether a partiular event was well reonstruted.
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Figure 7.5: Errors in the diretion and energy reonstrution as a funtion of the
nal value of the minimisation funtion ∆p, of the reonstruted zenith angle θreco,
and of the reonstruted azimuth ϕreco (For the latter only the boundaries around 0
and 360
◦
are shown for better visibility of the eets of the ut). The dashed lines
indiate possible seletion uts.
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between improving the resolution and reduing the gathered set of events not too
muh.
Further, the reonstrution algorithm tends to drive the angles towards the
boundary values 0 and 180◦ or 360◦ respetively, so that badly reonstruted events
have values of θreco and ϕreco near these boundaries and an be onveniently ut.
The only deliate ut is at the lower bound for θreco, sine we have seen that down
going asades (θtrue = 0) ontribute most to the well reonstruted events. Con-
venient ut values are 5.7◦ < θreco < 166
◦
, whih does not eliminate too many
good events sine the solid angle with θ < 5.7◦ is very small (31 · 10−3 sr), and
2.3◦ < ϕreco < 357.7
◦
. The inuene of these uts on the reonstrution auray
is summarised in Tab. 7.1.
Table 7.1: Inuene of the dierent seletion uts on the number of events, the
median of the diretion error ∆αmed, and the energy resolution.
Cut # Events ∆αmed log
Ereco
Etrue
none 63049 (100%) 43.88
◦
0.96
∆p 13585 (22%) 37.12
◦
1.13
θreco 29952 (48%) 37.12
◦
1.09
ϕreco 40257 (64%) 39.38
◦
0.94
all 5982 (9.5%) 12.38
◦
1.04
Obviously, only all three uts together lead to a signiant improvement of the
diretion resolution, whereas the energy resolution remains nearly unaeted. Fig-
ure 7.6 shows the distribution of the errors after the uts are applied. The resulting
energy spetrum of the events an be seen in Fig. 7.7.
The seletion uts mostly disard events with highest energies above 1013GeV
for whih the reonstrution fails for the reasons elaborated before, namely that
at these energies inlined showers produed far from the detetor emit pressure
amplitudes in the forward and bakward diretions suiently high to trigger the
detetor.
In summary we an say, that it is possible with an aousti neutrino telesope to
reonstrut the energy of neutrino indued hadroni asade up to a fator of ten,
whih is suient to srutinise osmologial models whih predit neutrino uxes
extending over several orders of magnitude in energy. Sine these hypothetial
soures are expeted to be distributed isotropially over the sky at osmologial
distanes, only a diuse ux of neutrinos is expeted at Earth, so that the low
diretion resolution of the telesope is aeptable. The diretion resolution an be
signiantly improved up to 12
◦
in the lower energy range (10
9
GeV to 1013GeV)
at the expense of a redued statistis by using seletion uts.
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uts
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Figure 7.6: Reonstrution errors for hadroni asades before (yellow) and after
(red) the seletion uts are applied.
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Figure 7.7: Energy spetrum of the events for whih the reonstrution algorithm
onverged (yellow) and for the events whih passed the seletion uts (red).
7.3 Separation of bakground
Another important topi whih needs to be studied towards an aousti neutrino
telesope is the existene of bakground soures, i.e. of sound soures whih might
wrongly be identied as neutrinos. It is ompletely unknown whether there are
any natural or anthropogeni soures whih emit bipolar aousti pulses that an
be deteted oherently over large distanes. The Erlangen ANTARES group works
towards instrumenting several strutures of the ANTARES neutrino telesope with
aousti sensors [63℄ to measure the rate with whih suh bakground events our.
In this setion we will disuss the onsequenes of the existene of suh hypo-
thetial bakground soures for the development of an aousti neutrino telesope.
We implemented point soures whih emit spherial waves into the simulation ode.
Their signal amplitude dereases like 1/r, where r is the distane from the soure.
Absorption was negleted ompletely for the point soure study. To have some
energy measure for the point soures for omparison with hadroni asades, we
introdue an eetive energy for the point soures: A point soure is dened to
have energy E if it produes, in a distane of 400m from the soure, a pressure
amplitude equal to the amplitude produed by a hadroni asade of energy E at
this distane perpendiular to the asade axis.
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We simulated 3 · 105 point soures with the same energy spetrum used for the
neutrino-like events (Fig. 7.2). From these 3·105 point soures 52% (154965) fullled
the trigger ondition to produe an amplitude ≥ 5mPa in ve or more aousti
modules (neutrino-like events: 27%). The reonstrution algorithm onverged for
44% (132279) of all point soures generated (neutrino-like events: 21%), whereby
the vertex position and energy of the point soures are reonstruted with the same
auray as for neutrino-like events, and the diretion reonstrution naturally fails
ompletely. The seletion uts presented in the previous setion are survived by
1.6% (4811) of the point soures (neutrino-like events: 2.0%).
This means, that the presented reonstrution algorithm is not apable to dis-
tinguish between point soures and the more dis-like neutrino indued events.
Nonetheless, the two event lasses produe dierent hit patterns in the detetor
whih, if it should prove neessary, ould be used to distinguish between them. To
see this, we dene the variable fn to be the fration of hits in an event whih have
an amplitude of n/100 or more of the maximum amplitude measured in an event.
For neutrino-like events we expet only few high amplitude hits around the soni
dis, whereas for point soures the wave front is expeted to propagate through the
entire detetor, produing similar amplitudes in large parts of it. The distribution
of f10, f50, and f90 for neutrino-like events and point soures is shown in Fig. 7.8.
The distributions of f10 and f50 show, that for point soures, in ontrary to
neutrino indued events, there are pratially no hits whih have an amplitude
lower than 10% of the maximum amplitude and only a few hits with an amplitude
lower than 50% of the maximum amplitude. Further, neutrino-like events ontain
only a few ts with an amplitude larger than 90% of the maximum amplitude
measured in the event.
These distributions might allow to separate point soures from neutrino like
events if the rate of point soures is lower or of the same order of magnitude as
the rate of neutrino indued events. Thus, it is ruial to measure the rate and
properties of aousti bakground with long orrelation length, as we plan to do
within the ANTARES experiment, before deduing the feasibility of building an
aousti neutrino telesope. For the remainder of this work we will assume, that
there is no suh bakground.
7.4 Sensitivity of an aousti neutrino telesope
In this nal setion we will derive the sensitivity of an aousti neutrino telesope
to a diuse ux of ultra high energy neutrinos. A general introdution to the
alulation of ux limits is given in Appendix B.
For the simulated aousti neutrino telesope we dene the eetive volume Veff
as
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Figure 7.8: Distribution of the variables f10, f50, and f90 for neutrino-like events
(yellow) and point soures (red) whih pass the reonstrution algorithm, but without
any seletion uts applied.
Veff =
Ndet
Ngen
Vgen (7.3)
where Ndet is the number of deteted neutrinos, i.e. the number of asades whih
produe a trigger and for whih the reonstrution algorithm onverges, whereby
the seletion uts an be applied or not. Ngen is the number of asades produed
in the generation volume Vgen, whih in our ase is the an volume. The aperture
(B.2) is then given by
A(E) =
∫
dΩσtot(E)Nt(Veff)P (E,Ω) (7.4)
where σtot is the total neutrino nuleon ross setion (5.1), Nt is the number of
target nuleons inside the eetive volume Veff , and P (E,Ω) is the probability for
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a neutrino of energy E and diretion Ω to propagate to the an level. As was
laid out in Se. 5.1, we assume that all neutrinos oming from above the horizon
an propagate unperturbed to the an level, whereas all neutrinos from below are
absorbed inside the Earth:
P (E,Ω) =
{
1 for θ < 90◦
0 for θ ≥ 90◦
and thus
A(E) = 2πσtot(E)Nt(Veff) (7.5)
The eetive volume of the neutrino telesope presented in the previous setions
as a funtion of the neutrino energy is shown in Fig. 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: Eetive volume of the 1 km
3
detetor as a funtion of the neutrino en-
ergy without seletion uts, and with seletion uts applied. The dotted line indiates
the an volume.
Without the seletion uts applied the eetive volume approahes the an vol-
ume of 5726 km
3
asymptotially, whih is a natural bound for the eetive volume
sine we have shown that no signals from beyond the an volume reah the de-
tetor. When we apply the seletion uts, the eetive volume starts to derease
again above approximately 1014GeV due to the fat, that the seletion uts mainly
disard highest energy events.
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We will now investigate the inuene of the detetor parameters on the eetive
volume. Figure 7.10 shows the dependene of the eetive volume on the detetion
threshold pth of the individual aousti modules.
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(a) Without seletion uts.
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uts applied.
Figure 7.10: Eetive volume as a funtion of the detetion threshold pth. The
detetor onsists of 200 AMs distributed over 1 km
3
.
As we have seen, this detetion threshold is set by the ambient bakground noise
in the sea. High-level bakground noise, whih would fore an inrease of the
detetion threshold, mainly aets the sensitivity for low energies. Whereas for
the highest energies the eetive volume is nearly independent of pth, it dereases
by about a fator of ten at 1010GeV when pth is inreased from 5mPa to 35mPa.
Thus, the optimisation of ltering algorithms to ahieve a pth as low as possible is
ruial for an aousti neutrino telesope.
The dependene of the eetive volume on the density of aousti modules is
shown in Fig. 7.11.
It an be seen that an inrease of the instrumentation density above 200AM/km3
does not lead to a signiant inrease in sensitivity. If one is only interested in
neutrinos at highest energies Eν & 10
13
GeV one an even build a detetor with as
few as 10AM/km3 utilising the fat, that aousti signals emitted in all diretions
from the asade an be deteted at these energies. We annot show the dependene
of the eetive volume on the instrumentation density with seletion uts applied,
sine the seletion uts are sensitive to the detetor geometry, and would have to
be redeveloped for eah detetor.
At last we will investigate the dependene of Veff on the instrumented volume
Vinst. We assume that the instrumented volume is set on the sea bed at a depth of
2500m and has ylindrial shape with a height of 1000m, and a radius of rinst =√
Vinst/1 km/π. Sine, for a onstant instrumentation density, the omputing time
of the simulation rises linearly with the instrumented volume, simulations for very
large volume detetors are impratial and we will estimate this dependene from
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Figure 7.11: Eetive volume as a funtion of the AM density. The instrumented
volume is 1 km
3
with pth = 5mPa for eah detetor.
the simulations of the 1 km
3
detetor.
If the eetive volume is smaller than the instrumented volume, we an assume
that the eetive volume inreases linearly with the instrumented volume:
Veff =
Veff,1 km3
1 km3
Vinst (7.6)
If the eetive volume is larger than the instrumented volume, we assume that
the omplete instrumented volume ontributes to the eetive volume, and that it
further extends up to the sea surfae and some distane b, whih is independent of
Vinst, horizontally beyond the instrumented volume:
Veff = π(rinst + b)
2 · 2.5 km (7.7)
where b an be alulated from the simulation of the 1 km3 detetor. The resulting
dependene of the eetive volume on the instrumented volume is shown in Fig. 7.12
for dierent neutrino energies.
At low energies the eetive volume is proportional to the instrumented volume,
whereas at highest energies Veff remains nearly onstant over a wide range of Vinst,
and starts to inrease only when Vinst beomes larger than the initial eetive volume
for small detetors.
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Figure 7.12: Eetive volume as a funtion of the instrumented volume for dierent
neutrino energies. The solid lines are alulated from (7.6) and (7.7), where b was
determined from Vinst at 1 km
3
. The simulation results (data points) for Vinst =
10km3 agree well with the model. The seletion uts annot be applied to the events
from larger detetors, so no simulation results for larger detetors are shown here.
This now allows us to estimate the sensitivity of an aousti neutrino telesope
to the neutrino uxes expeted to be produed by the dierent osmologial models
presented in Chap. 2, and to ompare the aousti detetion tehnique to the other
experiments disussed in Chap. 3. We will restrit the disussion to a detetor with
200AM/km3, whih was shown above to be suient, and a detetion threshold of
the aousti modules of pth = 5mPa.
First we will present a model independent ux limit at 90% ondene level
(C.L.), alulated as desribed in Appendix B, and ompare it to the results shown
in Fig. 3.7. It turns out, that an instrumented volume of greater than thousand
ubi kilometres is required to obtain ompetitive results. Figure 7.13 shows the re-
sulting ux limit for an instrumented volume of 1500 km
3
(diameter: 44 km, height:
1 km) after a measurement time of 5 years.
Suh a detetor would have a sensitivity omparable to the sensitivity of the
ANITA radio erenkov detetor. This would allow to test theoretial soure models
with two experimental approahes whih are ompletely independent, and thus have
ompletely dierent soures of systemati errors. This is of utter importane when
measuring in an energy region where no alibration soures are available. A test of
all the soure models shown as blue urves in Fig. 7.13 would be possible.
The sensitivity to the small ux of GZK neutrinos and the Waxman Bahall
upper bound is examined more losely in Fig. 7.14, whih shows the 90% C.L.
upper limit on these uxes.
With the presented detetor a non-detetion of GZK neutrinos after 245 days
would rule out the presented model on a 90% C.L. The Waxman Bahall upper
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Figure 7.13: Model independent sensitivity of a 1500 km
3
aousti neutrino telesope
after 5 years measurement time without seletion uts (solid line) and with seletion
uts applied (dashed line) (RICE from [30℄, Auger from [31℄, GLUE from [32℄, FORTE
from [29℄, ANITA from [30℄, WB from [12℄, GZK from [16℄, Z-Bursts from [22℄, TD
from [21℄).
bound ould be reahed after about 5 years of measurement time.
Despite of the large instrumented target mass the proposed detetor requires
only
4 3 ·105 DAQ hannels5 to be read out. Further, data is taken with a frequeny
of 100 kHz only, and will only be transmitted from the aousti module to a entral
DAQ system when the AM identies a andidate bipolar pulse. Thus, from an
engineering point of view, the design of suh a detetor should be feasible. Further,
the sensitivity should be improved by the inlusion of eletromagneti asades,
whih also produe utilisable aousti signals, but had to be negleted ompletely
in this work.
4
For omparison: The ATLAS detetor at the LHC is expeted to have more than 10
8
readout
hannels
5200AM/km3 × 1500 km3
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Figure 7.14: Sensitivity of a 1500 km
3
aousti neutrino telesope to GZK neutrinos
and the Waxman Bahall upper bound (WB from [12℄, GZK from [16℄).
7.5 Comparison with other simulations
There are other groups whih are also studying aousti neutrino telesopes in water
[64, 65℄ or ie [66℄, where the latter one has published sensitivity estimates for a
very large volume detetor whih an be ompared with our results.
The speed of sound in ie (cice ≈ 3500m/s) is about 2.3 times higher than in
water. Sine hadroni asades are expeted to develop equally in water and ie
and the amplitude of the aousti signal is proportional to c2 (4.4) aousti pulses
in ie are expeted to have a signal amplitude 5.4 times larger than in water for
equal energies of the hadroni system. Thus, an aousti neutrino telesope in ie
is expeted to be more sensitive than in water, espeially at low energies.
In [66℄ the simulation of an aousti neutrino telesope with an instrumented vol-
ume Vinst = 98 km
3
and 27300 AMs (280AM/km3) arranged on 91 vertial strings
submerged in ie is presented. For the simulation of the ie detetor an AM thresh-
old pth = 9mPa is used yielding a lower energy threshold of about 5 · 109GeV om-
parable to the lower energy threshold of our detetor obtained with pth = 5mPa.
Table 7.2 ompares the eetive volume of the ie and water aousti telesopes in
the neutrino energy range where the two simulations overlap.
As expeted, the eetive volume, and thus the sensitivity, of the ie detetor
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Table 7.2: Comparison of the eetive volume Veff for the ie and water aousti
neutrino telesopes (Values for Veff,ice from [66℄).
Eν Veff,ice Veff,water
(GeV) (km
3
) (km
3
)
5.5 · 109 175 25
5.5 · 1010 445 300
is larger than of the water detetor. Apart from the higher sound veloity in ie,
there are three other reasons leading to an inrease of the eetive volume for the ie
detetor: For the ie simulation it is assumed that a onstant fration y = 0.2 of the
neutrino energy is transferred to the hadroni system, whereas our simulation uses
the full y distribution (Fig. 5.2) with a median of 0.08 whih leads, in omparison,
to a derease of the sensitivity of the water detetor. Further, Fig. 7.11 shows that
for the lowest neutrino energies the dierene between 280AM/km3 used for the ie
detetor and 200AM/km3 for the water detetor indues about a fator of two in
eetive volume, whereas nearly no dierene is expeted at 5.5 · 1010GeV. For the
simulation of the ie detetor a reonstrution eieny of unity is assumed for all
down-going asades. The reonstrution algorithm we use for the water telesope
has an eieny of about 50% at 5.5 · 109GeV and of 78% at 5.5 · 1010GeV.
Taking the higher density of aousti modules and the reonstrution eieny
into aount leads to a ratio between the eetive volumes gained with the two
simulations of the order of 1.5, whih an be aounted for by the inreased sound
veloity in ie and the dierent y distributions used. Thus, the results obtained by
the two ompletely independent simulations are ompatible, whereby an aousti
neutrino telesope in ie has a slightly inreased sensitivity ompared to water as
detetion medium due to the inreased sound veloity in ie.
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Chapter 8
Summary
We have presented a simulation study on a new tehnique for the detetion of
ultra high energy neutrinos from osmologial soures: Listening for thermoaousti
sound pulses in water whih are emitted from partile asades produed in neutrino
interations.
Whereas we think today, that we pretty well understand the proesses whih pro-
due energy in ordinary stars, there is a plethora of theoretial models desribing
the more exoti objets in whih partiles an be aelerated to energies of 10
20
eV
and beyond. Until today, only a few partiles, presumably protons, ould be mea-
sured at these highest energies. But an aelerator whih is apable to aelerate
hadrons should also produe neutrinos in interations of these hadrons with the
surrounding shell, interstellar matter, or radiation. These neutrinos will propagate
unperturbed to the Earth, onserving the diretion and energy information. This
is the big advantage ompared to the detetion of the hadrons, whih reah us only
after being deeted in the magneti elds between the galaxies, and whih might
have undergone several interations on their way, transferring some part of their
energy to seondary partiles. Measuring the ultra high energy neutrinos would
allow us to better understand the proesses taking plae in these aelerators.
Sine the neutrino ux dereases signiantly with inreasing energy, its dete-
tion requires ever larger target masses. Today, water erenkov detetors in the
gigaton range (1 km
3
of water or ie) are being onstruted, whih will allow to
detet neutrinos with energies up to about 100TeV. The detetion of neutrinos
with energies up to 100ZeV and above will require a teraton detetor (1000 km
3
of water or ie). There are several experimental approahes to observe these big
target masses, and it would be desirable to implement as many of them as possible,
sine there are no known alibration soures in this energy range, and thus ross
alibration between dierent experiments, yielding dierent systemati errors, is
essential.
In our study we investigate the thermoaousti detetion method, already pro-
posed in 1957 by G.A. Askarian. An ultra high energy neutrino whih interats
in a uid, in our ase sea water, produes a partile asade whih dissipates its
energy in a narrow ylinder in the medium by heating this region. This leads to
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a rapid expansion of the uid whih propagates as a bipolar soni pulse of a few
miroseonds duration perpendiular to the shower axis. The dis-like pressure
eld an be desribed by an inhomogeneous wave equation (4.1). We have shown
the validity of the model by experiments in whih a 177MeV proton beam and
an infrared Nd:YAG laser beam were dumped into water tanks, and the aousti
signals produed were measured. The measured aousti pulses agree with simu-
lations based on the thermoaousti model very well. Thus, we have proeeded to
study the appliation of the thermoaousti model to the detetion of ultra high
energy neutrinos, sine the absorption length of sound in water is about ten times
larger than the absorption length of light. These lengths determine the required
spaing of the sensors in a detetor. Therefore, using aousti tehniques, muh
larger target masses an be instrumented with the same number of sensors.
We envision an aousti neutrino telesope set on the sea bed of, for example, the
Mediterranean Sea. Sine the total neutrino nuleon ross setion (5.1) inreases
with energy, only neutrinos oming from above the horizon will be able to propagate
to the detetor. Neutrinos oming from below will be absorbed in the Earth. When
the neutrino interats, most of its energy is transfered to the lepton (a neutrino in
the ase of an neutral urrent interation; a harged lepton in the ase of a harged
urrent interation). This part of the total energy annot be deteted with an
aousti detetor, sine neutrinos deposit no energy in the medium and the energy
deposition of muons and eletrons is too sparse to produe a signiant aousti
pulse, for the eletrons due to the LPM eet ourring at these highest energies.
The energy deposition of tau leptons, whih produe hadroni asades in the tau
deay, was not investigated yet. The remaining energy is deposited by a hadroni
asade in a narrow volume of about 5m in length and 2 m in diameter, whih is
energy independent. From this energy deposition region bipolar aousti pulses are
emitted whose amplitude is proportional to the energy in the hadroni system.
These bipolar pulses propagate mainly perpendiular to the asade axis. For
their detetion over large distanes sound absorption in the water has to be taken
into aount. The absorption length is strongly frequeny dependent, and is about
1 km for the entral frequeny of 20 kHz of the pulses. Based on Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of hadroni asades, on the thermoaousti model, and on the frequeny
dependent absorption length a parameterisation of the amplitude of the bipolar
pulses was derived (Fig. 6.9). For the detetion of the neutrino indued aousti
signals we use aousti modules (AMs): Hypothetial devies whih are able to
detet bipolar pulses with an amplitude larger than some threshold pressure pth in
the ambient noise always present in the sea and reord their amplitude and arrival
time. The ambient noise is well known and fortunately has a minimum between
30 kHz and 200 kHz, depending on the weather onditions, the frequeny range
where main ontributions of the signal are. Further it was shown that due to re-
fration no signals produed further away than 27 km from an AM an be deteted,
whih sets a natural limit to the target mass that an be observed by a single AM.
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Based on the aousti modules a omplete detetor simulation ode was devel-
oped and tested with an exemplary detetor of 1 km
3
size ontaining 200 AMs. We
have shown that a signiant part (27%) of all neutrinos with energies between
10
8
GeV and 10
16
GeV whih interat in the surroundings of the detetor generate a
trigger, and that 79% of these triggered events an be reonstruted with a simple
minimisation algorithm. The energy of the hadroni asade an be determined
up to a fator of 10, whih is suient sine all predited neutrino uxes extend
over several orders of magnitude in energy. The diretion resolution an be im-
proved up to 12
◦
with rigid seletion uts, but it is of only minor importane for
diuse neutrino uxes. An important fator towards the realisation of an aous-
ti neutrino telesope will be the rate of bakground events with long orrelation
lengths, i.e. of natural or anthropogeni soures whih produe ausally orrelated
bipolar aousti pulses that ould be identied wrongly as neutrinos. So far, this
rate is ompletely unknown, and the Erlangen ANTARES group has proposed an
experiment to measure it within the ANTARES experimental setup.
We ould show that using an underwater aousti neutrino telesope with an in-
strumented volume of 1500 km
3
, where only 200AM/km3 would be required, many
osmologial models prediting ultra high energy neutrino uxes ould be tested
within 5 years of measurement time (Figs. 7.13 and 7.14). Suh a detetor would
be a possible approah to the detetion of ultra high energy osmologial neutri-
nos, whih is omplementary to the radio erenkov experiments urrently under
onstrution.
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Chapter 9
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit beshreibt eine Simulationsstudie zu einer neuen Nah-
weistehnik für höhstenergetishe Neutrinos aus kosmishen Quellen: Der Nah-
weis thermoakustisher Shallpulse, die im Meer von neutrinoinduzierten Teilhen-
shauern erzeugt werden.
Physiker nehmen heutzutage an, die Energieerzeugung in normalen Sternen
sehr gut verstanden zu haben. Es gibt jedoh eine Vielzahl theoretisher Mod-
elle, die exotishe kosmishe Objekte beshreiben, die in der Lage sind Teilhen
auf Energien von 10
20
eV oder höher zu beshleunigen. Bis heute konnten nur
wenige dieser Teilhen  man geht davon aus, dass es sih um Protonen han-
delt  auf der Erde nahgewiesen werden. Ein Beshleuniger, der Hadronen auf
solh hohe Energien beshleunigt, muss auh eine Quelle höhstenergetisher Neu-
trinos sein, die bei der Wehselwirkung der Protonen mit der umgebenden Materie
oder Strahlung entstehen. Diese Neutrinos können als nur shwah wehselwirk-
ende Teilhen, nahdem sie den Beshleuniger verlassen haben, die Erde ungestört
erreihen. Neutrinos tragen, im Gegensatz zu Protonen, die in den intergalaktis-
hen Magnetfeldern abgelenkt werden und mit dem Restgas wehselwirken können,
wobei ein Teil ihrer Energie an Sekundärteilhen übertragen wird, eine Rihtungs-
und Energieinformation. Der Nahweis dieser höhstenergetishen Neutrinos würde
einen tiefen Einblik in die Beshleunigungsprozesse, die in kosmologishen Objek-
ten stattnden, erlauben.
Da der Neutrinouss mit zunehmender Energie stark abnimmt, werden immer
gröÿere Detektormassen zu seinem Nahweis benötigt. Derzeit geplante oder im
Aufbau bendlihe Wasser-erenkov Detektoren mit einer Masse von einer Giga-
tonne (1 km
3
Wasser oder Eis) ermöglihen den Nahweis von Neutrinos mit einer
Energie von bis zu 100TeV. Die Messung von Neutrinos mit Energien von 100ZeV
und darüber wird die Entwiklung von Detektoren mit einer Masse im Bereih
einer Teratonne (1000 km
3
Wasser oder Eis) erfordern. Es gibt vershiedenste ex-
perimentelle Ansätze zur Instrumentierung solh groÿer Volumina, und es wäre sin-
nvoll in Zukunft möglihst viele von ihnen zu realisieren, da in diesem Energiebere-
ih keinerlei Kalibrationsquellen bekannt sind. Somit ist ein Vergleih zwishen
Ergebnissen, die mit vershiedenen experimentellen Tehniken gemessen wurden
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und somit untershiedlihe systematishe Fehler aufweisen, unerlässlih.
Diese Studie beshäftigt sih mit der thermoakustishen Nahweismethode, die
erstmals 1957 von G.A. Askarian vorgeshlagen wurde. Ein höhstenergetishes
Neutrino wehselwirkt in einem Fluid, in diesem Fall Wasser, und es entsteht ein
Teilhenshauer, dessen Energie innerhalb eines shmalen Zylinders in Form von
Wärme an das Wasser abgegeben wird. Dies führt zu einer plötzlihen Ausdehnung
der Flüssigkeit, und es breitet sih ein bipolarer akustisher Puls von wenigen
Mikrosekunden Länge senkreht zur Shauerahse aus. Das entstehende sheiben-
förmige Drukfeld kann durh die inhomogene Wellengleihung (4.1) beshrieben
werden. Wir konnten dieses Modell in zwei Experimenten, in denen ein Strahl von
177MeV Protonen, bzw. ein infraroter Nd:YAG Laser in einen mit Wasser gefüllten
Tank geshossen wurden, und die dabei entstehenden akustishen Pulse aufgezeih-
net wurden, bestätigen. Die gemessenen Signale stimmen mit Simulationsrehnun-
gen, die unter der Annahme eines thermoakustishen Shallerzeugungsmehanismus
gemaht wurden, sehr gut überein. Dieses Ergebnis ermutigte uns, die Möglihkeit
des Nahweises ultrahohenergetisher Neutrinos mit einem akustishen Detektor
weiter zu studieren, insbesondere da die Abshwählänge von Shall in Wasser etwa
zehn mal gröÿer ist als die Abshwählänge von Liht. Diese Abshwählänge ist es,
die den für einen Detektor zu wählenden Abstand zwishen den einzelnen Sensoren
bestimmt. Somit kann mittels eines akustishen Detektors ein sehr viel gröÿeres
Volumen mit der selben Anzahl von Sensoren bestükt werden, als dies in einem
optishen Detektor möglih wäre.
Wir untersuhen ein möglihes akustishes Neutrinoteleskop auf dem Meeres-
grund, zum Beispiel auf dem Grund des Mittelmeers. Da der totale Wirkungs-
quershnitt (5.1) für die Wehselwirkung von Neutrinos mit Nukleonen mit wah-
sender Neutrinoenergie ansteigt, können bei höhsten Energien nur von oben kom-
mende Neutrinos den Detektor erreihen; von unten kommende Neutrinos werden
in der Erde absorbiert. Bei der Wehselwirkung wird ein Groÿteil der Neutrinoen-
ergie auf das entstehende Lepton übertragen (ein geladenes Lepton im Falle einer
Wehselwirkung über einen geladenen Strom; ein Neutrino im Falle einer Neutral-
stromwehselwirkung). Dieser Teil ist für die Detektion mit einem akustishen
Neutrinoteleskop verloren, da Neutrinos keine, und Muonen und Elektronen nur
sehr dünn Energie im Medium deponieren, letztere auf Grund des LPM Eek-
ts. Die Energiedeposition von Tau-Leptonen, bei deren Zerfall ein hadronisher
Shauer entstehen kann, wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit niht untersuht. Die
verbleibende Energie wird in Form eines hadronishen Teilhenshauers in einem
zylindrishen Volumen von etwa 5m Länge und 2 m Durhmesser abgegeben. In
diesem Volumen, dessen Abmessungen energieunabhängig sind, wird dann ein bipo-
larer akustisher Puls ausgesendet, dessen Amplitude proportional zur Energie der
hadronishen Kaskade ist.
Das Signal breitet sih hauptsählih senkreht zur Ahse des Shauers aus. Beim
Nahweis muss jedoh noh die Abshwähung des Signals im Wasser berüksihtigt
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werden. Die stark frequenzabhängige Absorptionslänge beträgt für die 20 kHz
Shwerpunktsfrequenz des Signals etwa 1 km. Basierend auf Monte Carlo Simula-
tionen hadronisher Shauer, dem thermoakustishen Modell und der frequenzab-
hängigen Absorptionslänge wurde eine Parametrisierung der Amplitude des akustis-
hen Pulses für beliebige Sensorpositionen entwikelt (Abb. 6.9). Für die Messung
neutrinoinduzierter Shallpulse denieren wir ein hypothetishes akustishes Modul
(AM): Ein Gerät, das bipolare akustishe Shallpulse, wie sie zum Beispiel von neu-
trinoinduzierten hadronishen Shauern ausgesandt werden, mit einer Amplitude
gröÿer einer Shwelle pth aus dem umgebenden Untergrundraushen herausltern
kann, und ihre Ankunftszeit und Amplitude messen und weitersenden kann. Das
Umgebungsraushen im Meer ist eine bekannte Gröÿe, und hat ein Minimum zwis-
hen 30 kHz und 200 kHz je nah Windstärke. Dies ist der Frequenzbereih in dem
neutrinoinduzierten akustishen Pulse erwartet werden. Weiter konnte gezeigt wer-
den, dass auf Grund von Brehung keine Signale, die weiter als 27 km von einem
Detektor erzeugt werden, diesen erreihen können. Dadurh wird eine natürlihe
obere Grenze für das Volumen festgelegt, das mit einem einzelnen Sensor beobahtet
werden kann.
Aufbauend auf akustishen Modulen wurde eine vollständige Detektor-Simula-
tionskette entwikelt, und am Beispiel eines 1 km
3
groÿen Detektors bestehend aus
200 AMs untersuht. Wir konnten zeigen, dass ein erhebliher Teil (27%) aller in
der Umgebung des Detektors wehselwirkenden Neutrinos mit einer Energie zwis-
hen 10
8
GeV und 10
16
GeV im Detektor Trigger auslösen, und dass für 79% dieser
getriggerten Ereignisse die Rihtung und Energie des hadronishen Shauers mit
einem einfahen Minimierungs-Algorithmus bestimmt werden können. Die Energie
kann bis auf einen Faktor 10 genau bestimmt werden, was noh ausreihend ist,
da die zu untersuhenden kosmologishen Modelle ein Neutrinospektrum voraus-
sagen, das sih über mehrere Zehnerpotenzen in der Energie erstrekt. Die Rih-
tungsrekonstruktion kann mittels Shnitten bis auf 12
◦
verbessert werden, was aber
für diuse Neutrinoüsse nur eine untergeordnete Rolle spielt. Ein wihtiger Faktor
bei der Realisierung eines akustishen Neutrinoteleskops wird die Rate des korre-
lierten Untergrunds sein, das heiÿt natürliher oder anthropogener Shallquellen,
die bipolare Pulse mit langer Korrelationslänge erzeugen, die fälshliherweise als
Neutrinos identiziert werden könnten. Da diese Rate völlig unbekannt ist, plant
die Erlanger ANTARES Gruppe ein Experiment mit dem diese Rate innerhalb der
experimentellen Infrastruktur von ANTARES gemessen werden kann.
Wir konnten zeigen, dass ein akustishes Unterwasser-Neutrinoteleskop mit einem
instrumentierten Volumen von 1500 km
3
, wobei lediglih 200AM/km3 benötigt
würden, in der Lage wäre viele kosmologishe Modelle, die einen Fluss ultrahoh-
energetisher Neutrinos vorhersagen, innerhalb von fünf Jahren Messzeit zu testen
(Abb. 7.13 und 7.14). Ein solhes Experiment würde einen komplementären Ansatz
zu den vershiedenen Radio erenkov Experimenten darstellen, die zur Zeit en-
twikelt werden.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the thermoaousti
model
In this hapter the basi wave equation desribing the onnetion between energy
deposited in a uid and the resulting aousti pressure eld is derived.
We onsider an arbitrary ompressible uid, whih an be desribed by ve elds:
the pressure p(~r, t), the density ρ(~r, t), and the veloity ~v(~r, t). It is important to
note, that all elds desribe the properties of the uid at a xed point (~r, t) in spae
and time, and not the properties of a moving volume element of the uid.
First we note, that in the proesses observed no uid is reated or destroyed,
i.e. we have an equation of ontinuity for the mass of the uid. Considering an
arbitrary volume V with border ∂V we have:
d
dt
∫
V
d3r ρ = −
∮
∂V
~dσ · (ρ~v) (A.1)
The left hand side of this equation represents the inrease of mass with time inside
the volume V , whih has to be equal to the mass ow into the element through
its surfae, whih is written on the right hand side (
~dσ is dened to point to
the outside of the volume, thus the minus sign). Using Gauss's integral theorem∮
∂V
~dσ · (ρ~v) = ∫
V
d3r ~∇ · (ρ~v), and noting that (A.1) is valid for all volumes V , we
an write it in the dierential form:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ~∇ · (ρ~v) = 0 (A.2)
Next, we will derive Euler's law by noting, that the fore
~F applied by the whole
uid on the volume element V is:
~F = −
∮
∂V
~dσ p = −
∫
V
d3r ~∇p (A.3)
This allows us to write down the equation of motion for a single volume element
dV with mass ρdV :
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(ρdV )
d~v
dt
= −dV ~∇p (A.4)
We an write the total derivative of ~v as a sum of partial derivatives:
d~v =
∂~v
∂t
dt+
∑
j∈{x,y,z}
∂~v
∂j
dj =
∂~v
∂t
dt+
(
~dr · ~∇
)
~v
or
d~v
dt
=
∂~v
∂t
+
(
~v · ~∇
)
~v
Inserting this into (A.4) leads to Euler's law:
∂~v
∂t
+
(
~v · ~∇
)
~v = −
~∇p
ρ
(A.5)
For the derivation of the thermoaousti model we onsider a uid at rest in a
stati state. The aousti waves are onsidered to be small deviations from the
stati quantities:
ptot(~r, t) = p0 + p(~r, t) p≪ p0 ∀(~r, t)
ρtot(~r, t) = ρ0 + ρ(~r, t) ρ≪ ρ0 ∀(~r, t)
~vtot(~r, t) = ~0 + ~v(~r, t)
(A.6)
We further assume that these deviations vary slowly enough in spae and time,
that their derivatives an also be onsidered as small quantities. Substituting these
terms in the equation of ontinuity (A.2), and negleting terms whih are the prod-
ut of two or more small quantities, we get:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ρ0
(
~∇ · ~v
)
= 0 (A.7)
Euler's law (A.5) is redued to:
∂~v
∂t
= −
~∇p
ρ0
(A.8)
We now take the partial time derivative of (A.7), exhange the spatial and tem-
poral derivatives, and substitute (A.8):
0 =
∂2ρ
∂t2
+ ρ0
(
~∇ · ∂~v
∂t
)
=
∂2ρ
∂t2
− ~∇ ·
(
~∇p
)
or
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∂2ρ
∂t2
−∆p = 0 (A.9)
Let us now, for simpliity, onsider rst the adiabati ase, where the density is
a funtion of the pressure only: ρtot = ρtot(ptot). We expand ρtot(ptot) in a Taylor
series around p0:
ρ = ρtot(p0 + p)− ρtot(p0) ≈ dρ
dp
(p0) p =:
1
c2
p
Therefore, for the adiabati ase we get the following simple wave equation, where
c is the speed of sound:
1
c2
∂2p
∂t2
−∆p = 0 (A.10)
If we onsider the ase important for partile detetion, we have to investigate
the proess where energy is deposited with an energy density ε(~r, t). This proess
is not adiabati, and leads to loal heating and expansion of the uid. Thus, the
loal density is not a funtion of the pressure only any more, but of the pressure
and the deposited energy. We get:
dρ =
(
∂ρ
∂p
)
E
dp +
(
∂ρ
∂E
)
p
dE
where the derivative ∂ρ/∂p at onstant energy E results in the speed of sound 1/c2
again. For the derivative ∂ρ/∂E at onstant pressure we look at an innitesimal
volume element V with mass m:(
∂ρ
∂E
)
p
=
(
∂
∂E
m
V
)
p
= − m
V 2
(
∂V
∂E
)
p
≈ − ρ
V
(
∆V
∆E
)
The hange of the volume ∆V an be alulated from spei heat apaity at
onstant pressure Cp, and the thermal bulk expansion oeient α as
∆V =
α
ρCp
∆E
We nally get:
dρ =
1
c2
dp− α
Cp
dε
where dε = dE/V is the energy density in the innitesimal volume element V .
Substituting this into (A.9) we arrive at the thermoaousti model whih desribes
the pressure eld produed by energy with an energy density distribution ε(~r, t)
deposited in a uid.
1
c2
∂2p
∂t2
−∆p = α
Cp
∂2ε
∂t2
(A.11)
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Appendix B
On the alulation of ux limits
No existing experiment has deteted any extra-galati neutrinos so far, so the only
published results are upper limits on the neutrino ux. On the other hand, new
experiments publish limits on the lowest neutrino ux they will be able to detet
in a given lifetime
When omparing limits on the neutrino ux presented by dierent experiments
one has to be aware that there are dierent methods to alulate these limits.
In this setion, these methods are derived, and the possibility to ompare results
obtained with dierent methods are disussed.
We assume a onstant and isotropi ux of neutrinos Φ(E), whih depends only
on the neutrino energy E. Then the mean number of events 〈Nev〉 expeted to be
deteted by an experiment is given by
〈Nev〉 =
∫
dE
∫
dt
∫
dΩΦ(E)Aeff(E,Ω) (B.1)
The above equation an also be read as a denition for the eetive area Aeff
of the experiment. The eetive area depends on the neutrino ross setion, and
thus on its energy, and it depends further on the detetion mehanism and the
geometrial aeptane of the detetor, i.e. on the diretion of inidene Ω. Aeff is
either alulated analytially or by Monte Carlo simulations inluding all aspets
of a given detetor.
For an isotropi neutrino ux one an dene the aperture A(E) of the detetor:
A(E) =
∫
dΩAeff(E,Ω) (B.2)
and thus
〈Nev〉 =
∫
dE
∫
dtΦ(E)A(E) (B.3)
If further the ux is onstant in time, the lifetime T of the experiment an be
introdued:
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〈Nev〉 = T
∫
dE Φ(E)A(E) (B.4)
Let us assume that the number of events Nev deteted by a given experiment
during its lifetime T follows a Poisson distribution with mean value 〈Nev〉, and that
the mean number of bakground events expeted to be deteted during the time T
is zero (whih is true for most ultra high energy neutrino experiments). Then, if the
experiment has deteted no events (Nev = 0), it an be derived [67℄ that the true
mean value 〈Nev〉 is inside the interval [0, 2.44℄ with a ondene of 90% ([0, 3.09℄
with a ondene of 95%).
Thus, setting 〈Nev〉 = 2.44 results in an upper limit Φ90(E) on the real neutrino
ux with a ondene level of 90%:∫
dE Φ(E)A(E) ≤ 2.44
T
(90%C.L.) (B.5)
or ∫
dE Φ90(E)A(E) = 2.44
T
(B.6)
To solve this equation further to get Φ90(E), one has to make ertain assumptions
on the ux. There are three assumptions ommonly used in the literature:
Limit on a given soure model. It is assumed that the neutrino spetrum to
be measured follows a given funtional form determined by a ertain theoretial
soure model:
Φ90(E) = NΦmodel(E) (B.7)
where N is a normalisation onstant for the neutrino ux, whih an then be
alulated from:
N = 2.44
T
∫
dE Φmodel(E)A(E) (B.8)
whih an be solved analytially or numerially, sine the aperture A(E) is a known
quantity.
Often power-law spetra Φ(E) ∝ E−α are used, whih are typial hadroni soure
spetra expeted from many osmologial aelerator models. Espeially a spetral
index of α = 2 is expeted from rst order Fermi aeleration.
Φ90(E) = NE−2 (B.9)
Limits based on power-law spetra an be reognised as straight lines in double-
logarithmi ux plots, where α determines the slope. Espeially the important ase
of α = 2 redues to a onstant in the E2Φ plots used in this work.
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Non-detetion in a given energy-interval. There are two possibilities of al-
ulating model independent limits. The above model dependent limit was derived
from the non-detetion of any neutrinos over the whole energy range overed by
the model. For an experiment with an energy resolution better than this range, a
limit an be set on every energy interval ompatible with the energy resolution.
Typial energy resolutions ∆E/E for neutrino telesopes are of the order of 3 to
10. So a ommon value for the non-detetion energy interval found in the literature
is one deade in energy, i.e. an energy range [E, 10E].
If further the aperture an be assumed onstant around some mean energy E¯ of
the energy interval with length ∆E, or some mean aperture A¯(E¯) over the interval
an be used, the equation for the ux limit an be linearised to
∆E Φ90(E¯)A¯(E¯) = 2.44
T
(B.10)
and thus
Φ90(E¯) =
2.44
T ∆E A¯(E¯) (B.11)
Model independent estimate. The FORTE ollaboration suggests a method to
derive a ux limit whih is independent of a given funtional form of the soure
spetrum, but only assumes that the soure spetrum is smooth (i.e. the soure
spetrum an be written as linear ombination of a set of funtions to be dened
below) [29℄.
We assume a soure model ux, that depends on an additional parameter or set
of parameters P :
Φ(E, P ) = NΦmodel(E, P ) (B.12)
Then, using the model dependent limit (B.8), we ome to the following relation:
Φ(E, P ) ≤ 2.44Φmodel(E, P )
T
∫
dE ′Φmodel(E ′, P )A(E ′) (B.13)
We get a onservative, but always valid upper limit whih is independent of the
parameter P if we take the maximum value of the right hand side for every energy:
Φ(E) ≤ max
P
2.44Φmodel(E, P )
T
∫
dE ′Φmodel(E ′, P )A(E ′) (B.14)
In the next step we will prove that the above relation is valid for any linear
ombination of ux models, i.e.:
Φ(E) =
∫
dP N (P )Φmodel(E, P ) (B.15)
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The proof assumes the opposite of the above relation, i.e. we assume that for all
P :
Φ(E) >
2.44Φmodel(E, P )
T
∫
dE ′Φmodel(E ′, P )A(E ′)
or ∫
dE ′Φmodel(E
′, P )A(E ′) > 2.44Φmodel(E, P )
T Φ(E)
(B.16)
we multiply both sides by N (P ) and integrate over all P∫
dE ′
(∫
dP N (P )Φmodel(E ′, P )
)
A(E ′) > 2.44
T Φ(E)
∫
dP N (P )Φmodel(E ′, P )
using denition (B.15) of Φ(E) we get∫
dE ′Φ(E ′)A(E ′) > 2.44
T
whih is in ontradition to our initial assumption (B.5) about the ux at 90% C.L.
So for any ux whih an be represented as an arbitrary linear ombination of
funtions Φmodel(E, P ), the upper limit at 90% ondene level an be written as:
Φ90(E) = max
P
2.44Φmodel(E, P )
T
∫
dE ′Φmodel(E ′, P )A(E ′) (B.17)
This an be simplied very muh if we restrain ourselves to a set of onvex
urves ΦC(E,E0), whih have their maximum at E0 eah, and have a width of
≈ E0. The urves shall be normalised, so that
∫
dE ΦC(E,E0) = 1. Then we have
at the maximum maxE ΦC(E,E0) . 1/E0. If further the aperture A(E) is smooth
enough that it an be assumed onstant over the validity of a ertain ΦC , so that∫
dE ΦC(E,E0)A(E) ≈ A(E0), equation (B.17) is redued to:
Φ90(E) =
2.44
TEA(E) (B.18)
This result deviates from the one of the non-detetion in a given interval by a
onstant fator if energy intervals of onstant width in log E are used, whih usually
is the ase. Further, this fator is of the order of unity if the energy E in the latter
model ompares to the mean value E¯ of a deade in energy of the seond model
presented.
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